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Clarke College 

Dear Members of the Society of Composers, 

Jeirmtte NL I!~1rr0W1, SC, P/i,J;), 
Pre&'lde1~1 

On behalf of the entire Clarke College community, I welcome you to our campus and to the 2007 

SCI Region V Conference. We are pleased that you are here and hope that your time on campus 

is educational and enjoyable. 

Clarke College prides itself on being a community of learners, dedicated to creating a vibrant 

environment in which our students learn and live. Similarly, it is in community that the Society of 

Composers thrives. You are a community of outstanding musicians, collaborating to promote the 

art of composing, performing, understanding and disseminating new and contemporary music. 

Clarke has a long-standing tradition of excellence in the flne arts and this tradition is evident in 

the caliber of activities planned for you over the next several days. I wish to thank Clarke 

Associate Professor of Music Amy Dunker, OMA, for her tireless work in planning this first-class 

event and the faculty and students in the music department for their support in bringing it to life. 

I also wish to extend our appreciation to the many college and community musical groups who 

are participating it this event. The conference is an opportunity to showcase the musical talent 

in the tri-state area. 

Again, welcome to our campus and our city. We wish you all the best for a successful conference. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne M. Burrows, SC, Ph.D. 

President 
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Clarke College 

Dear Members of the Society of Composers, 

On behalf of the Clarke College Music Department, welcome to campus. The excitement has been 

building for quite some time and we're glad that you are finally here. A special welcome to 

Stanley DeRusha who has generously agreed to offer a conducting symposium during the 

conference. We look forward to learning from his vast experience on Friday evening. 

Clarke College has enjoyed a tradition of excellence in the fine arts since its founding and there 

is always artistic work happening on campus. In fact, while you are here, I invite you to two other 

wonderful opportunities on campus. Clarke's art department is currently hosting "Big Muddy," a 

regional juried ceramics exhibit, in our Quigley Gallery in the Atrium. Each evening you are here, 

the drama department will hold performances of the Pulitzer Prize winning play "Picnic" by 

William Inge, in Terence Donaghoe Hall. 

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. Amy Dunker for planning and organizing this event 

with such enthusiasm and a broad vision for what is possible on a campus the size of Clarke 

College. We appreciate her many creative talents and teaching acumen by which she encourages 

and inspires numerous students. 

Thanks, too, to the Clarke College administration for their support of this conference, recognizing 

the importance of this event bringing together people from the local arts community with those 

from many parts of the country. We all grow and learn much from such gatherings. 

We are sincerely grateful to the Dubuque Arts Council and Mediacom for providing us with an 

arts grant in support of this event. Enjoy the conference! 

Sincerely, 

LaDonna Manternach, BYM, OMA 

Chair and Assistant Professor of Music 
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THE COMMITMENT OF ARTISTS 

Society of 
ComP,Q~~E§ Inc. 

Jeffrey Hoover 

The Commitment of Artists was first published in Arts Alive!, November 2003 - Central Illinois Business Publishers, 
Peoria, Illinois. All Rights Reserved. Reprinted with permission. 

It has been said that the difference between mediocrity and achieving greatness depends on the level of commitment 
of the person. Consider an artist's commitment. It can be seen in the excruciating long hours put into a project 
("Isn't that done yet?"), the attention to details ("Can you really see a difference?"), the willingness to risk both 
acceptance and rejection ("Congratulations/ that's too bad!"), and the personal investment in the work ("I create 
because it's my nature to create.") 

For artists, there are seasons of work, and the passing of those seasons can have ramifications on how the artist's 
commitment is felt. Like the cycle of the moon, phases of creative work are real, and it's difficult - if not impossible 
- to deviate from the cycle. And depending on the literal season of the calendar, an artist's material affluence can 

also be affected. For example, there may b~ not as many gigs, people aren't buying, or it will be a while before 
the next audition opportunity. Sometimes opportunities have to be turned down because of what's already booked. 
In the greater cycle of the arts, it tends to take a while for an artist to be able to harvest from what has been planted 
and cultivated through faith and commitment. It's nothing short of commitment that helps to carry artists through dry 
times. 

Sometimes artists find themselves negotiating on behalf of their art. Not just in terms adjustment of a price tag on 
a painting, but trading their lives - their time and energy - on behalf of their art to get the opportunity to be heard, 
seen, or read by an audience. Compromises are made by artists, on behalf of the art that will be allowed to emerge. 
At times, people forget when working with artists that they are not merely purchasing a service or an entertainment; 
they're purchasing a part of the commitment that motivates the artist to be in the marketplace. For both the creator 
and the audience, being aware of this helps one to be attune to why the art exists. 

Artists give their heart and soul for their work. Rightfully so. To create art is both joyful and vigorous, whether to 
paint a canvas, to write or play a concerto written for soloist and orchestra, or to dance on stage. To create art 
requires concentration and focus, bringing all the available resources to bear, and infusing the work with part of the 
artist's very life. To inspire - to fill with divine spirit - is central to the full existence of an artwork. It's part of the 
process, and eventually part of the viewing or hearing. Without that artist's commitment, an artwork doesn't have 
that air of authenticity; it doesn't have the right ring to it, and it won't engage the audience. 

There's a simple two-step exercise that both artists and creators can use to better understand the commitment of an 
artist. First, seek and find the human element in the artwork. To do this will bring one closer to that artist and the 
world in which the art was created. Second, consider the level of commitment: imagine what you would have to have 
done to bring forth this artwork for the benefit of those around yourself. Now do this for every artwork that engages 
you in the next few days. After a while, you will begin to see things in new and remarkable ways, and you will begin 
to discern the impact of an artist's commitment on the work. 

There are a host of artists practicing among us and around us. Some people may even say "we have it all" -
outstanding musicians, actors, writers, visual artists, dancers, to name just a few. We have excellent orchestras, 
operas, dance companies, galleries, museum, theatre companies, and schools that teach about the arts. We have it 
good, and we must not take our good fortune for granted. If we do take this abundance of art for granted, we risk 
great loss; the sense of quality of what we have can erode, and access and opportunity for expression can diminish. 
When expression diminishes, so does our humanity, our relationships, and the overall quality of life. Contrary to this, 
when expression flourishes, so does life. And this is why art is so important to our lives. 

If indeed "The purpose of Art is to help us be human," as I personally believe, then we risk losing a vital part of 
ourselves and our society if we do not engage the arts. People have experienced so much in their lives during the 
past two years, both here in the United States and throughout the world. We do have forerunners, avatars, and 
healers among us - committed artists who can continue to help us to become closer to each other, and to motivate us 
to work and achieve greatness. If we fully engage in the arts, we can find support and solace for our anxious selves. 
Support artists and their work; you will, in turn, support yourself. 
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SCI REGION V CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 

Society of 
Comp"Q~~E§ Inc. 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2007 

7:00 PM PAPER PRESENTATION I WEST LOCUST DINING ROOM 

8:00 PM 

Sharon Nichols: The Divergent Double Pipe: A Musical Instrument of the Egyptian 
New Kingdom and Late Period 

CONCERT I JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2007 

8:00- l 0:00 COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS WAHLERT ATRIUM 

9:00 PAPER PRESENTATION II WEST LOCUST DINING ROOM 

Brendon McConville: Harmonic Refinement: An Analysis of Elliott Carter's Lauds 

l 0:00 CONCERT II JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

l :00 PAPER PRESENTATION Ill WEST LOCUST DINING ROOM 

Justin Merritt: A New Harmony: A System for Tonal and Atonal Composition 

2:00 

4:00-7:00 

8:00 

CONCERT Ill SACRED HEART CHAPEL 

CONDUCTING SYMPOSIUM WITH STANLEY DERUSHA 

CONCERT IV 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2007 

8:00- l 0:00 COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

WAHLERT ATRIUM 

9:00 PAPER PRESENTATION IV WEST LOCUST DINING ROOM 

10:00 

l :00 

3:00 

5:30-7:00 

8:00 

Scott R. Harding: A Composer's Sketchbook: The Journey from Concept to Construct 

CONCERT V JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

PAPER PRESENTATION V WEST LOCUST DINING ROOM 

Jeffrey Hoover: Eliminating Barriers to Composition 

CONCERT VI JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

BANQUET WAHLERT ATRIUM 

CONCERT VII JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2007 

2:00 CONCERT VIII JANSEN MUSIC HALL 
(Repeat of Saturday Night Concert) 
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CONCERT I 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2007 8:00 PM 

PROGRAM 
Antiphonal Music 

I. Playful Fifths 

II. Tritone Mutations 

Ben Drury and Ben Solheim, Trumpets 

Five Songs from Carl Sandburg's "Prairie" 
Sangeetha Rayapati, Soprano 

William Campbell, Piano 

Downward Courses 
Ryan Fogg, Piano 

Sleep 
Kristen C. Moreno, Clarinet 

Tammany L. Shankle, Piano 

Completed 
Clarke College New Music Ensemble 
Amy Dunker, Director 

INTERMISSION 

Five Songs 
I. Decipher Me 
II. Dragging Your Skin 

Ill. You Need Go No Further 
Sangeetha Rayapati, Soprano 
William Campbell, Piano 

Islands That Never Were 
Ashlee Mack, Piano 

Moon in the Black Mountain 
I. The moon looms 
II. Pale white moon 
Ill. Black mountain lament 

IV. Cloud & Moon Dance 
Kaylee Schwendinger, Flute 

To Get To Fresno 
LaDonna Manternach, Soprano 

David Resnick, Clarinet 

Beverly Nichols, Piano 

Tango Flauto 
Clarke College Flute Choir 

Margaret A. Cornils, Director 

Society of 
Comp,Q~~!§ Inc. 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

Ken Davies 

Robert Fleisher 

Luke Dahn 

Matthew Lanier 

Tayloe Harding 

William Campbell 

James Romig 

Jerry (Chiwei) Hui 

Greg A. Steinke 

Samuel Magrill 
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CONCERT I PROGRAM NOTES 

ANTIPHONAL TRUMPETS was originally written to provide a variety feature in a brass quintet concert aimed 

at general audiences who are not attuned to new music. By utilizing the spatial and "stereophonic" aspects of 

spacing the two trumpet players several feet apart, the alternating sound sources and certain combinations 

deriving there from, such as aural results of voice crossings, become part of the compositional attributes. The 

fanfare-like first and third movements (Playful Fifths and Second Crossings, respectively} play off the implied 

intervals both melodically and harmonically. The second movement (Tritone Mutations) develops the mournful 

and reflective opening flve-note motif through both spatial attributes and timbral differences (straight mute in 

one trumpet and cup mute in the other). The work was first performed at the Southeastern Composers League 

conference in Rustin, LA in 2004. 

FIVE SONGS FROM CARL SANDBURG'S "PRAIRIE" (2003-2004) 

These songs are unlike anything else I've composed, for which Carl Sandburg is largely responsible. I was 

introduced to his poem "Prairie" by my wife, Darsha Primich, to whom the cycle is dedicated. The texts for all 

flve songs are excerpts from this extended poem, which opens Sandburg's 1918 collection titled Cornhuskers. 

The Five Songs will appear on the forthcoming CD #3 of the SCI Performers Recording Series, which features 

soprano Lynn Eustis, baritone Robert Best, and pianist Elvia Puccinelli. 

Five Songs from Carl Sandburg's "Prairie" 

I was born on the prairie and the milk of its wheat, the red of its 

clover, the eyes of its women, gave me a song and a slogan ••• • 

- Here I know I will hanker after nothing so much as one more sun

rise or a sky moon of fire doubled to a river moon of water. 

The prairie sings to me in the forenoon and I know in the night I 

rest easy in the prairie arms, on the prairie heart •••• 

0 Prairie mother, I am one of your boys. 

I have loved the prairie as a man with a heart shot full of pain over 

love. 

Here I know I will hanker after nothing so much as one more sun

rise or a sky moon of fire doubled to a river moon of water. 

II 

I am here when the cities are gone. 

I am here before the cities come. 

I nourished the lonely men on horses. 

I will keep the laughing men who ride iron. 

I am dust of men. 

I am dust of your dust, as I am brother and mother 

To the copper faces, the worker in flint and clay, 

The singing women and their sons a thousand years ago 

Marching single file the timber and the plain. 

Ill 
Have you seen a red sunset drip over one of my cornfields, the shore of night stars, the 

Wave lines of dawn up a wheat valley? 

Have you heard my threshing crews yelling in the chaff of a strawpile and the running wheat of the wagon

boards, my cornhuskers, my harvest hands hauling crops, singing dreams of women, worlds, horizons? 

I 

\~ 



Society of 
ComP.Q~~I§ Inc. 

CONCERT I PROGRAM NOTES continued 

IV 

Rivers cut a path on flat lands. 

The mountains stand up. 

The salt oceans press in 

And push on the coast lines. 

The sun, the wind, bring rain 

And I know what the rainbow writes across the east or west in a half-circle: 

A love-letter pledge to come again. 

v 
I speak of new cities and new people. 

I tell you the past is a bucket of ashes. 

I tell you yesterday is a wind gone down, 

a sun dropped in the west. 

I tell you there is nothing in the world 

only an ocean of tomorrows, 

a sky of tomorrows. 

I am a brother of the cornhuskers who say 

at sundown: 

Tomorrow is a day. 

DOWNWARD COURSES was written during the summer of 2006. Its title comes from a poem by the Kentuckian writer 

and poet Wendell Berry. Musically, descending melodic fragments, or "downward melodic courses," are pulled from 

a five-chord progression that serves as a basis for much of the work's harmonic content. These fragments occur most 

apparently in the work's slow middle section. The chord that begins the progression consists of all four triad types in 

interlocking fashion: minor, augmented, major, and diminished. Downward Courses was written for pianist Ryan Fogg 

and was premiered on a University of Iowa Center for New Music concert Oct. 15, 2006. 

COMPLETED is a single movement work for instrumental ensemble. It features a complex pattern of rhythmic changes 

to a simple melodic fragment and its basic harmonic implications and melodic extensions. The form of the piece is sug

gested by these various patterns. Included is an "open chorus" section for improvised solos. Though the work is in no 

way jazz, this chorus section is notated with chord changes. Soloists may or may not elect to link their improvisations 

with these suggested changes. And though solos are written in certain parts, the solos can be played by any of the 

instruments. The name of the work derives from the fact that this open section was the last completed. 

FROM FIVE SONGS 

These three songs (Decipher Me, Dragging Your Skin, and You Need Go No Further) are part of a set of five that I 

composed in 1995 for Soprano and Chamber Ensemble. The texts, provided by my younger brother, are introspective 

poems that he wrote while on a soul-seeking cross-country trip. Ms. Rayapati and myself have performed these as a 

duo for nearly a year, and it's a great pleasure to be reviving these songs with her. Musically, the songs have some 

cyclic harmonic development between them, and contain an exploration of rhythmic repetition even as metric accents 

occur over mixed meters and modulations. The main focus for me, though, was a dramatic thrust, expressing through 

music the personal growth of my brother as he struggled with "finding himself" - a journey he is continues to take. 

ISLANDS THAT NEVER WERE, lasting approximately nine minutes, was commissioned-in its original version for vibra

phone and piano-by the Hoffmann/Goldstein Duo, who premiered the work in the fall of 2003 at Rutgers University 

and the University of Maryland-Baltimore. The work's title is a reference to fractal-generated "landscapes" illustrated 

in Benoit Mandelbrot's text, The Fractal Geometry of Nature. In Mandelbrot's groundbreaking study, simple but pre

cise rules produce highly complex fractal images that appear, counterintuitively, to be completely "natural." Recent 

performances of this work include recitals in Italy, Israel, Mexico, New York City, Baltimore, Texas, Illinois, and Iowa. 
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TANGO FLAUTO 

My first experience writing a tango was in 2001, when Dr. Tess Remy-Schumacher asked me to write a tango for 

guitar and cello. I responded with a dance in 1 3-8 that was unlike any other tango I had ever known. After writ

ing that work entitled "Tango Guitello", I became more interested in studying the tango and discovered the work 

of Astor Piazzolla and his "Tango Etudes" for solo flute as well as his "Grand Tango" for cello and piano. When 

Dr. Remy-Schumacher asked for a tango for cello ensemble in 2002, I was better prepared. I knew the tango was 

an Argentinian blend of the habaiiera and the milonga, mixing the rhythmic percussive beat with a floating melod

ic line. This dichotomy of the earthy and the spiritual is what gives the tango its popularity, passion and intensity. 

"Tango Cellito," a little cello tango, was the result, a more traditional 4-4 tango. When my daughter Mira joined a 

flute quartet, the tango seemed have flute possibilities. After writing "Tango Cellito" for cello ensemble and adapt

ing it for flutes for my daughter Mira's flute quartet, she told me that she wanted a work conceived directly for 

flute quartet with alto flute. "Tango Flauto" is both a response to her requestand a partner work to "Tango Cellito". 



CONCERT II 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2007 10:00 A.M. 

PROGRAM 
Solo for Bb Clarinet 

John Marco, Clarinet 

Blue Wizard 
Zane Merritt, Guitar 

Suite for Marimba 
Marisa Lingl, Marimba 

Fantasia Lirica 
Chris Murray, Guitar 

Spirits of the Dead 
Charles Savage, Baritone 
Thomas Krenzel Doggett, Flute 

INTERMISSION 

Out of the Depths 
Kristy Boysen, Flute 
Marisa Lingl, Percussion 

Fear and Loathing in New Milford 
Zane Merritt, Guitar 

Five Pages 
James Chaudoir, Alto Recorder 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

Young Mi Lee 

Jeffrey Hoover 

Kenneth R. Benoit 

David Vayo 

Charles Savage 

James Geiger 

Zane Merritt 

James Chaudoir 
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In the piece, "SOLO FOR CLARINET IN Bb", written in March 2003, I tried to maximize the clarinet's wide

scope of sounds and various tone colors in a different range. I particularly imagined the contrasting quality 

between high register and low register, to which I was attracted. Solo comprises two movements. The first move

ment focuses on the dynamic features of the instrument while the second movement explores the rich timbres 

that the clarinet can create. Although the two movements differ from each other in terms of tempo, rhythm, and 

thematic characteristics, they also share a similarity; both are a three-part form (A-B-A') and both end with 

pianissimo, low pitches. Solo was premiered at the composer's workshop concert on Nov. 4, 2003 at Weigel 

Hall, The Ohio State University. 

BLUE WIZARD is inspired by American Jazz, Blues, and Flamenco traditions. The work begins as a Blues, with 

its familiar twelve-measure form and phrasing, but rapidly moves into a musical fantasy based on five-tone 

and modal scales heard in jazz. The music continues to travel through a variety of moods, colors, and textures. 

Ideas return and are transformed. The closing section of Blue Wizard possesses a dancing quality, with a final 

push to the end. 

FANTASIA LfRICA (2003) is my homage to Spanish and Latin American guitar music, much of which has a qual

ity of nostalgic tenderness that is very dear to me. The piece is dedicated to Angelo Favis, who played the 

premiere performance in January 2004 at Illinois State University. 

SPIRITS OF THE DEAD (2001 ), a song cycle for flute and baritone (singer) using the set of poems by American 

poet Edgar Allen Poe. The pieces are threaded together by a common musical idea, and dark sense of eerie 

aloneness of the solo instruments. "The listener should picture in their minds-eye actually sitting in a cemetery 

and hearing the pieces as if they were coming from a distance. At one point in the collect ion, one should 

imagine that the voice is actually singing very quietly into your ear." 

Spirits of the Dead is a collection of five poems by Edgar A. Poe (1829). With the use of solo voice and flute, 

the set of pieces take on an air of loneliness and solitary contemplation of the singer, only being haunted by 

the constant reminder that death (the flute) is always present. 

Spirits makes full use of the baritone singing voice using large leaps and dramatic whispers as well as breath 

inflections throughout the set of pieces. The flute part performs mainly within and below the treble clef, 

dwelling on the darkened timbre of each haunting melody. 

Poems nos. 1, 2, and 5 were written and performed in 1997, with guest flautist Matthew Schott, to whom the 

collections is dedicated to. Poems nos. 3 and 4, were completed in 2001. This particular performance is the 

premiere performance of the entire set of pieces. 

OUT OF THE DEPTHS 

Written in the winter of 2004, this piece was originally intended to be the second movement of a flute sonata, 

but something about this piece stood out so much in my mind that I convinced myself to make it a work in itself. 

The title comes from the first verse of Psalm 1 30 in the Bible ("Out of the depths I cried to Thee, 0 Lord.") The 

echoes of the marimba give the feeling of isolation as the piercing cry of the flute harkens its arrival from the 

depths of the darkness. I wanted to convey to the listener the anxiety we feel as we live in this present world 

of ours and the highs and lows we experience in life. The Third Chair Chamber Players premiered it at the 

University of Nebraska-Kearney in the spring of 2006. 

FEAR AND LOATHING IN NEW MILFORD 

New Milford, Connecticut, is the site of the National Guitar Workshop. It is a small city of approximately 

5,000 inhabitants. I began composing Fear and Loathing while in said township, attending said workshop. 
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The title is a reference to the work of the late journalist, Hunter S. Thompson. The form and harmonic scheme of 

the piece could be a sonic analogy to his style of writing, gonzo journalism, incorporating humor, personalized 

spontaneity, and popular idioms with moments of poignancy interspersed. 

FIVE PAGES for alto recorder solo was completed in the spring of 2006 at the Ragdale Foundation in Lake Forest, 

IL. The five pages in the title refer to the five movements of the work, each comprising a single page of 

manuscript. The movement titles are Song, Dance, Interlude, Song, and Dance. The pages may be arranged in 

any order with the exception that the Interlude will always be performed as the third movement. 

As in his earlier works_ for solo recorder, Chaudoir utilizes extended techniques for the recorder, particularly 

multiphonics. What sets this piece apart from the others, chant des oiseaux for alto recorder and tape and 

Nightwood for soprano recorder solo, is the frequent melodic use of the multiphonics, that is approaching and 

leaving the multiphonic in a melodic passage which incorporates shared pitches in both the melody and the 

sounding multiphonic. Five Pages employs a wide pitch range for the recorder and demands considerable 

technical proficiency in mastering the both the long melodic phrases and the rhythmic passages in the dances. 
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CONCERT Ill 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2007 2:00 PM 

PROGRAM 
Whispers Through the Cold 

I. I Have Not Found 

Loras College Bella Voce 

Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Director 

Fear No More: Two Poems for Women's Chorus 
I. Under the greenwood tree 

The Edgewood College Women's Choir 

Kathleen Otterson, Director 

My Daughter 
Sharon Nichols, English Horn 

Clarke College Cantabile Singers 

LaDonna Manternach, Director 

When We Are Going 
Ann Duchow, Violin 
Charles Borland, Organ 
Clarke College Cantabile Singers 

LaDonna Manternach, Director 

Lux Aeterna 
Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Conductor 

Clarke College Cantabile Singers 

The Edgewood College Women's Choir 
Loras College Bella Voce 

Strings in the Earth 
Kathleen Otterson, Conductor 
Jeanmarie Kern Chenette, Harp 
Clarke College Cantabile Singers 
The Edgewood College Women's Choir 

Loras College Bella Voce 

SACRED HEART CHAPEL 

Ralph S. Kendrick 

Matthew C. Schildt 

Frank Felice 

Jason Bahr 

Amy Dunker 

Jonathan Chenette 

Six Psalms for High Voice and Organ Christopher M. Wicks 

I. Psalm 1 9 The heavens declare the glory of God 

II. Psalm 24 The earth is the Lord's 

Francis John Vogt, Tenor 
Beverly Nichols, Organ 

Deep Peace to You 
Wartburg Chapel Choir 
Roy Carroll, Director 

We Are Not Robins 

Pulcher Poeta 

William Campbell 

William Vollinger 

Matthew Lanier 
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CONCERT Ill continued 

Songs from the Mermaid Tavern James Crowley 

I. After Dark Vapours Have Oppressed Our Plains 

II. Lines on the Mermaid Tavern 

The Dark Hills 
Clarke Collegiate Singers 

Francis John Vogt, Conductor 

Beverly Nichols, Piano 

Sharon Nichols, Oboe 

Corde Natus ex Parentis 
Loras College Chamber Singers 

Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Director 

John I 
Loras College Concert Choir 

Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Conductor 

Thomas McNamara, Piano 

Hymnus Cherubicus 
Clarke Collegiate Singers 

Loras College Chamber Singers 

Loras College Concert Choir 

Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Conductor 

Jenni Brandon 

Justin Merritt 

Warren Gooch 

Mike Mcferron 
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WHISPERS THROUGH THE COLD (2006) In choosing to set the first of these two texts, I imagined the sense of 

desolation that one must feel when they are close to death, and are searching desperately for God in vain. It 

must be an utterly hopeless feeling, facing an uncertain number of days left on this earth, and with no promise 

of anything to come thereafter. Having always been one who believes in the idea "seek and Ye shall find" 

however, I chose to set Cushman's " I Will not Hurry" as a positive and uplifting conclusion to the work. I was 

struck by the idea that whispers of God are all around us, we merely need to slow down and quiet our being 

in order to get in touch with the wonders of singing birds, buzzing bees, and the stunning visuals that trees and 

clouds can present. Though written over a half century ago, I find this poem particularly relevant in the hustle 

and bustle of today's world, where quiet, simple pleasures can often be overlooked. 

FEAR NO MORE: TWO POEMS FOR WOMEN'S CHORUS BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

Fear No More was composed in 2002 for the Kent State University Women's Chorus. Two poems by Wil -

liam Shakespeare were chosen as the text. The first poem, Under the Greenwood Tree, is very lighthearted in 

nature and depicts the simple, carefree existence of a bird that sees no enemy but winter and rough weather. 

The musical setting is similarly lighthearted and carefree, with extended tertian harmonies giving the piece its 

pastoral quality. The chorus begins in homophonic texture with unison and third doublings over an accompani

ment consisting primarily of extended tertian chords. The texture changes to an imitative call beckoning to 

"come hither." After a brief piano transition the text "come hither" returns, this time slower and more mysterious 

with repeated octaves and syncopation in the piano. The opening material returns after a brief piano inter

lude, this time with a more uplifting quality due to the tonal shift to G major. The movement finishes quietly and 

serenely as the choir repeats "Under the Greenwood Tree" with the melody echoed in the piano. 

FEAR NO MORE THE HEAT OF THE SUN is more concerned and troubled than Under the Greenwood Tree. 

The poem suggests lack of worry about the heat of the sun nor winter's rages, as eventually all will come to 

dust. The opening piano part is hesitant, with the extended tertian harmonies of the first movement replaced 

by more open, sonorous sounding quintal harmonies. The root movement of ascending third, descending fifth 

is a basis for much of the material to follow. The piano and choral parts are more separated and discordant 

than in movement one, combining at times to create quasi-pandiatonicism. A breath of optimism enters the 

movement with the occurrence of the syllable "ah" in the chorus at measure twenty-two followed by a soar-

ing countermelody in the l st sopranos. Following the piano interlude, a solemn stillness descends with the text 

"Golden lads and girls all must, as chimney sweepers come to dust." With the text "Fear no more the lightning 

flash, nor the all dreaded thunderstone," the music becomes stormy and tempestuous with cascading sixteenth 

notes in the piano that contain both intervals of fifths, and thirds, the two primary intervals from both move

ments. Increasing the degree of restlessness and urgency is the alternation of quadruple and triple meter and 

thickening of texture. Concluding the section is an imitative exchange of the text "Come to dust," harkening 

back the imitation in Under the Greenwood Tree. The final section of the piece is eerie and ethereal, with the 

repeated descending octaves in the sopranos and right hand piano again harkening back to movement one. 
The combination of these motives with the repeated root motion unite ideas from both movements. The opening 

piano material returns with new melodic material at the text "Quiet consummation have, and renowned by the 

grave!" The piece fades with ghostly "ohs" in the sopranos and altos followed by the haunting repetition of the 

opening quintal harmonies. 

WHEN WE ARE GOING Theresa Spencer, choral d irector at Cottey College in Nevada, MO, commissioned this 

work. I knew the work would be performed during graduation ceremonies at Cottey College, and I sought out 

a text suited to this purpose. In my setting, I wanted to capture the sentiments of transition and uncertainty in 

Dickinson's vivid text. 

The text by Emily Dickinson: 

We never know we go when we are going -

We jest and shut the Door --

Fate -- following -- behind us bolts it -- 27 
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And we accost no more --

Strings in the Earth is a melodious setting of a 1908 poem by James Joyce for treble choir and harp. It was composed 

for the Des Moines Children's Choruses and premiered in 1 997. 

Strings in the earth and air 

Make music sweet; 

Strings by the river where 

The willows meet. 

There's music along the river 

For Love wanders there, 

Pale flowers on his mantle, 

Dark leaves on his hair. 

All softly playing, 

With head to the music bent, 

And fingers straying 

Upon an instrument. 

SIX PSALMS FOR HIGH VOICE AND ORGAN The music committee at the Christian Science church where I p lay the 

organ for the Wednesday evening testimonial meetings commissioned me to compose a Psalm setting for voice and 

organ, for performance by their soloist for a Sunday morning service. Once I began, I became perhaps carried away, 

and composed a cycle of nine Psalms for voice and organ, from which these two are taken. The joyful tone of the 

texts is served by the limpid harmonies of the organ and by the fluid melismas of the voice part. 

SONGS FROM THE MERMAID TAVERN is a brief set of three choral works, with texts by the English romantic poet John 

Keats. Having set his poetry once before for solo voice, I returned to him again in order to find poems that seemed 

inherently lyrical and vocal. Musically, my goal was to find some balance between my need to do something 'new' in 

the choral idiom, and the traditional inclinations and apparatus of the choral ensemble itself. 

The text of THE DARK HILLS by Edwin Arlington Robinson offers a beautiful picture of evening settling on the hills, or 

of the quiet that comes at that moment just before dark falls completely over the land. The oboe's voice in the piece 

represents not only the oncoming evening in the hills, but also the voice of the 'old bones of warriors under ground.' As 

the choir sings Arlington's wonderful poem, the oboe weaves in and out of the texture, creating a voice of the ages. 

The addition of the simple but important piano accompaniment supports the voices of the choir and the oboe as they 

tell of the hope for the end of all wars. This piece is scheduled for publication in 2007 by Boosey & Hawkes. 

JOHN I: THE WORD This six-minute work is a choral setting of selected passages from the first chapter of the Book 

of John (verses 1 -5 and 1 0-14). Providing an appropriate setting for this profound and dramatic text was indeed an 

exciting challenge. The selected verses have elements of mystery, timelessness, majesty and invoke a full spectrum of 

human emotions-from anger and despair ( " •.. And the world knew Him not!") to awe and assurance (" ••• And we be

held His glory •••.• full of grace and truth.''). In order to capture some of these qualities of the text, I chose to employ 

sound mass and nontraditional vocal techniques. Word painting and symbolism are also heavily incorporated. The 

opening solo recitatives float over choral dissonances, as if each soloist were a single voice crying in the wilderness 

(a reflection of John the Baptist, who is also introduced in this chapter). "And the Light shineth in darkness, and the 

darkness comprehendeth it not" is presented by two groups of voices that never achieve synchronization. The texture 

created by the repetition of the "t" sound at the end of the word "not" foreshadows Christ's rejection by mankind-

- He was mocked and spit on prior to His crucifixion. The conflict between the will of man and that of God is voiced 

through a chorus of steadily intensifying murmers. The triumphant conclusion is also a direct reflection of the text. 
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JOHN I: THE WORD was composed for the Morgan Park High School Choir (Duluth, MN). 

HYMNUS CHERUBICUS 
The text of this motet has a long history in the church as well as in concert settings. It has been set by composers 

such as Tchaikovsky, lppoloitov-lvanov, Bortniansky, and Grechaninov. Generally associated with eastern orthodox 
liturgies, The Cherubic Hymn is sung at the pivotal moment in the Divine Liturgy in Orthodox Churches. It represents 

the blending of the worship of the Earthly Church with the Heavenly worship as described in the biblical book of 
The Revelation of St. John. The text also exists in the Roman Catholic tradition as part of the feast of St. Dennis. 

This composition is written for and dedicated to the Lewis University Choir. 

Qui Cherubim mystke imitamur 
et vivificae Trinitatis ter sanctum 
hymnus offerimus, 

omnem nunc mundanam 
deponamus sollicitudinem 
sicuti regem omnium 
suscepturi cui ab angelicis 
invisibiliter 
ministratur ordinibus, 
alleluia 

Translation: 
Let us, who mystically represent the Cherubim, and who sing to the Life-giving Trinity the thrice holy hymn, put 

away all earthly cares so as to receive the King of all things escorted by the army of angels. Alleluia. 

29 
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CONCERT IV 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2007 8:00 PM 

PROGRAM 
Slava! Fanfare 
The Flight of the Killer Bees 
One Blackbird 
Rev It Up! 

Dubuque Trumpet Ensemble 

Stanley DeRusha, Conductor 

Furies 
James Clanton, Timpani 

Homage Collage 
I. Ligeti and Chopin 

II. Cage 

Ill. Messiaen 

IV. Palestrina 

Matthew Boleyn, Flute 

Nancy Lease, Piano 

Urban Legend 
Clarke College Clarinet Quartet 

David Resnick, Director 

INTERMISSION 

Three Miniatures 
Sara Haack, Flute 

Yasmin Flores, Clarinet 

Regina Cole, Alto Saxophone 

Virginia Armstrong, Percussion, 

Allison Schmidt, Piano 

Kelley Arney, Violin 

Kevin Price, Violoncello 

Paul Alan Brenner, Conductor 

Paint A Blue 
Zane Merritt, Guitar 

Bar for Hans Sachs 
Kristin Purcell, Flute 

Nocturne for Solo Guitar 
I. Preludio en guaguanco 

II. Tormento 

Jaime Guiscafre, Guitar 

Society of 
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JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

Joel Blahnik 

Arthur Gottschalk 

Amy Dunker 

Mark Phillips 

Lee Hartman 

Liviu Marinescu 

David Resnick 

Brian Vlasak 

Amy Dolphin 

Justin Merritt 

Jaime Guiscafre 
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Once When the Ground Was Holy 
The University of Dubuque Chamber Singers 

Ann Duchow, Violin 

Kristen Eby, Director 

God Left Us Alone Here 

Let the Nations Tremble 
Julien Chamber Choir 

Kristen Eby, Director 

Jonathan Chenette 

Margaret A. Cornils 

Warren Gooch 
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THE FLIGHT OF THE KILLER BEES was commissioned by Marie Speziale for the Shepherd School Trumpet Ensemble. 

Killer Bees refers variously to the Africanized honey bees that plague this part of Texas, the free-swinging batters of 

the pennant-winning Houston Astros, and to the buzzing that we brass players depend upon for our livelihood. 

REV IT UP! is essentially a fanfare composed for a premiere at the International Trumpet Guild. It requires little in the 

way of explanation. The title is both evocative (all those motoric trills!) as well as an exhortation to the performers to 

"put the pedal to the metal" - VROOM! 

FURIES According to Roman mythology, Furies are the tormentors of those who committed egrigous sins. Those being 
tormented would be driven to madness and despair--a living fate worse than that of the Underworld. 

PAINT A BLUE is a modern twist on the elements of romantic piano music, and also holds inspiration from folk-rock and 

jazz. 

BAR FOR HANS SACHS Strangely, this tiny solo work began life as the rough sketches for a 
large orchestral piece. Quickly, though, the microscopic formal structure, and indeed the whole idea of writing in bar 

form, suggested a more intimate setting - and a single voice. As the title suggests, the work is in bar form (AAB, with 
two Stollen and one Abgesang). In addition, each of the Stollen is a miniature variation form, while the Abgesang is 

another small-scale bar form. 

Each section of the variations, and indeed practically every segment, phrase, and even gesture of the work in some 
way reflect bar form. 

Hans Sachs, was, of course, the real-life Meistersinger as well as the character in the Wagner opera. The art of the 

Meistersinger was to compose within their strict, albeit perhaps arbitrary system of rules, making composition as much 

sport as art. I hope to echo that here. 

ONCE WHEN THE GROUND WAS HOLY is an energetic setting of a specially-commissioned text by Iowan Michael 

Carey. It's compound rhythm was inspired by the playful galloping of the horses described in Carey's text, the jig-like 
rhythm that I imagine for the dancing blades of grass at the end, and the holiness of the similarly metered closing sec
tion of Bach's St. Matthew Passion which I heard in concert as I was working on this piece. The interweaving melodies 

of this setting also reflect Bach's influence. 

Michael Carey, "Once When the Ground Was Holy" (1994) 

Once when the 

ground was holy, 
you could enter it 
and come out again; 
the dust that 
covered your dust 

did no harm; 
the light that 
entered your bones 
when all went dark 

sent you out again 
into the world 

with dew, with dew 
on the tips of your wings. 

Once when the 

ground was holy, 33 
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horses, more horses 

than you could believe, 

would walk 

through leaves 

and make 

no sound. 

In autumn 

you would 

find them 

in the pasture 

or on the wild hillside 

where they played 

and grazed 

drinking deeply 

from some 

strange water. 

Sometimes, when 

the weather 

was right, they would 

let you ride them 

if you wished, 

if you wished, 

if you wished 

long enough 

and hard enough, 

if you 

remembered how. 

Once when the 

ground was holy, 

people left --

butcher, baker, beggar man, thief, 

saint, sinner, scholar --

wherever they were, 

whatever they were doing, 

whoever they were doing it with 

when ice melted, 

when brown turned green, 

when wind came and came 

and blew the souls 

right out of them, 

when each blade of grass 

danced naked 

at its own resurrection. 

GOD LEFT US ALONE HERE ••• (2002) Margaret A. Cornils (b. 1 960) is a series of 5 pieces written for men's chorus 

and soloists which was inspired from a book of pictures and poetry by the same name published by Lone Oak 

Press. This book was written by photojournalist John Gaps Ill who was recovering from a snipers bullet at the 

time he compiled this work. John for years, was engaged on the front lines of conflict throughout our world and 

I was immediately taken by a film segment that I saw on Iowa Public Television about his life and work. I knew I 
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needed to take some of his work and put music to it, and perhaps my "voice" could lend a larger "voice" to his inspir

ing, thought provoking and incredible language, truth and raw emotion from his first-hand experience to the ugliness 

of war and violence. I find this work especially poignant in this present day. I will leave you with a few necessary 

thoughts and direct quotes from his forward found in his book. 

"Nothing can be written, photographed, taped or narrated that can give you more 

than a few grains of understanding in the desert that is war. The most 

horrible thing I ever saw after a battle was on a partially decapitated 

soldier's corpse. His watch. It was still running." 

-John Gaps Ill 

LET THE NATIONS TREMBLE! is a straightforward piece for mixed choir and piano. The text is based on Psalm 99, in 

which the Psalmist, awed by the might and majesty of God, exhorts all nations to praise Him. Let the Nations Tremble! 

was composed in February 2002 for Blair Buffington and the Truman State University Chamber Choir, who premiered

the piece in the spring of that year. The piece will soon be available from Alliance Publications (API Music). 
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CONCERT V 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2007 10:00 AM 

PROGRAM 
Still Transformations 

Tape Alone 

Fugue for Julia 
Tape Alone 

Slight Uncertainty is Very Attractive 
Margaret A. Cornils, Flute 

Tape 

Firmament 
Tape Alone 

INTERMISSION 

Songs of the Immortal 
Michael Brandenburg, Tenor 

Kate McCoskey, Piano 

Change in the Summation 
Tape Alone 

Hallucination 
Tape Alone 

Second Tower Down 
Tape Alone 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

Michael Pounds 

Sean Mooney 

Kyong Mee Choi 

Kari Beasharse 

Jason Mlynek 

Jason Bolte 

Jennifer Bernard (Merkowitz) 

John Allemeier 
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STILL TRANSFORMATIONS is associated with another composition, entitled Still, for a mixed ensemble of seven in

strumentalists playing along with computer-generated music. Still Transformations, a much shorter composition that 

requires no instrumental performers, was created using mainly sound material from the other piece. The sounds 

and gestural material were rearranged, reshaped, and remixed to make a new piece. 

Both pieces were inspired by a Zen-related concept of "activity in stillness and stillness in activity." Much of the 

material is based on harmonically rich sounds that have a pitch of F, along with sounds that are related to a har

monic series based on an F fundamental. This is contrasted with more active material using other pitches. Most of 

the material was created from recordings of sounds made with acoustic instruments. 

The "still" in the title refers to stillness, but also to persistence, which can be heard in the recurrence of the F tones. 

"Transformations" refers to the transformations of sound from acoustic instruments, the transformations of the mate

rial from the other composition, and the transformations of the F drones in the piece. 

FUGUE FOR JULIE is a synthesis of mathematics and music. An equation was used to choose the frequencies and 

play time for each note in the piece. The tones themselves were then rendered using CSound and the final product 

was assembled in Audacity. The piece is a fugue since the same basic file was rendered several times, each in a 

different frequency range, and then layered together. 

SLIGHT UNCERTAINTY IS VERY ATTRACTIVE for flute and electronics 

As the title suggests, this piece brings a perspective such that a slight uncertainty in our life can be very charming 

and attractive. The characteristics of both flute and tape parts are not fully determined, but rather work as one 

voice, which explores pitch bend, airy sound, whistle tones, and other extended techniques. 

FIRMAMENT takes its name and inspiration from the idea of the sky as an encompassing solid arch. Set into this 

arch are sparkling stars and other fixed objects, juxtaposed below the arch is a moving atmosphere ••• The listener 

is completely immersed in sound as a variegated environment, continuously in flux. Firmament was composed dur

ing a Bourges residency at the University of Birmingham Electronic Music Studios in England. 

SONGS OF THE IMMORTAL is a song cycle meant to represent and explore immortal themes in human life; love, 

music, the immortal spirit, God, and death. These themes are present within every walk of life-past or present- and 

in order to represent that fact, five different languages were used in the cycle so as to touch and draw from the 

beauty and uniqueness of the spoken word of different cultures. These themes transcend time and truly are "Songs 

of The Immortal." I hope you enjoy listening to my work as much as I enjoyed writing it. 

CHANGE IN THE SUMMATION for digital audio (2006) change in the summation is a study of the continuum be

tween the limits of pitched and noise-based materials, a change in the "spectral summation." The title also refers to 

a change in my own compositional practice; an exploration and conscious integration of controlled pitched material 

into the fabric and structure of the electroacoustic work. 

HALLUCINATION (2003) When I approached this piece, I originally set out to write a techno piece, and quickly 

realized that the craft of writing such music is best left to the professional! Instead, I decided that techno should be 

a vague inspiration for my piece rather than a strict model. Using RTcmix, I constructed randomized beat patterns 

based on sampled percussion sounds and synthesized melodies based on a small set of pitches. Since I completed 

work on it just two days before the war in Iraq started, I integrated some samples of Creedence Clearwater 

Revival's "Fortunate Son" as an homage to my mindset at the time of composition. The timeline of the piece is not 

meant to follow a storyline, but to invoke a series of mental images that might cross one's mind when hearing John 

Fogerty's wailing "ooh, they'll send you down to war!" 



CONCERT V PROGRAM NOTES continued 
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SECOND TOWER DOWN is my 9 /11 piece. Most American composers and artist seem to have one of these. I wasn't 

ready to put mine together until several years later. This electronic work uses samples of emergency phone call from 

the morning of September 11th. The voices in this piece are of emergency operators, police and fireman. The most 

difficult aspect of composing this piece was having to hear the fear, confusion and urgency in their voices over and 

over again. 
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CONCERT VI 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2007 3:00 PM 

PROGRAM 

A Little Fuguing 

Clarke College New Music Ensemble 

Amy Dunker, Director 

Secrets 
William Koehler, Piano 

Dreams of Fin 
Beth Hoffman, Violin 

Joseph Dangerfield, Piano 

Anniversary Portrait 

Ben Drury, Trumpet 

Bev Nichols, Piano 

INTERMISSION 

Inertia 
Katie Wiegman, Steelpan 

Malika Green, Marimba 

Borne on the Bier 
David Maki, Piano 

Brown Heart 
James Sherry, Trumpet 

Society of 
CompruQ~~l~ Inc. 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

Carleton Macy 

Robert Fleisher 

Joseph Dangerfield 

Brandon Hendrix 

David Maki 

Daniel Houglum 

Jae Eun Jung 
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CONCERT VI PROGRAM NOTES 

A LITTLE FUGUING was written in 2006 for an alumni/faculty composer recital at Macalester College as part of 

the Alumni Weekend celebration. The curious instrumentation is the result of choosing available performers; the 

original version, using soprano saxophone, has been revised for clarinet because of the more blending tone and 

larger range. The piece is a fugue with some added material that serves as introduction, interlude, and conclusion. 

A Little Fuguing is tonal, but not in a readily identifiable key, and never satisfyingly settled until the end. 

SECRETS ( 1 97 4) The focus of this solo piano work is the sonority of the instrument; the form evolves as a patch

work of recurring gestures that appear both unchanged and transformed, in ever-changing contexts. Secrets is 

performed by Tomoko Deguchi on her CD, Syncopated Lady (Capstone CPS-8665). 

DREAMS OF FIN (2006) was conceived as an extension of Finnegan's Wake by David Gompper. Gompper states 

that in writing Finnegan's Wake, his "intention was to effect a transformation of the foot-stomping dance tune by 

leading it through a labyrinth of rhythmic manipulations, and into a series of playful excursions." I see his work also 

as an interpolation of the wake of the so-named character in James Joyce's Ulysses. Dreams of Fin attempts to 

make a further interpolation where the material then becomes an extension of Gompper's work, beginning pre

cisely where Finnegan's Wake ends as though one has passed into what Edgar Alan Poe once referred to as the 

"Dream World." I thusly reordered the intervals of the primary motive from Gompper's work and applied my own 

musical syntax to create a new motive. Commissioned by Austrian violinist Wolfgang David, Dreams of Fin was 

premiered in Frankfurt, Germany at the KuenstlerKlub on June 5, 2006, performed by Wolfgang David and David 

Gompper. 

ANNIVERSARY PORTRAIT was written in 2004 as a gift for his wife. The title does not refer to a specific anniver

sary, but rather evokes the recollection of past experiences and serves as a celebration of the life they have had 

together. The work is also a celebration of the inherent lyrical and agile qualities of the trumpet. Long, expressive 

phrases help to carry the piece forward, while interjections of bravura themes help to provide contrast. 

INERTIA was commissioned by Katie Wiegman and Malika Green and inspired by a recent construction project on 

my house. It seemed to me that if the days when construction work actually took place were strung together, the 

project would have been completed in about two months. In reality, there were many days when no one showed 

up to do work, so the result was a flurry of activity for a day or two followed by many days or even weeks where 

nothing happened; then a flurry, then nothing, etc. To represent the frustrating intermittence of the project, I wrote 

an entire piece consisting of fast, active music (the work days all strung together), and then wrote separate music 

that is lazy and static (the nothing days). When both musics were complete, I cut up the fast music and sporadically 

inserted the lazy music. After several cycles of fast/lazy, the fast music seems to take over permanently, only to be 

infected on a more profound level by the lazy music. As I write this, the construction is tantalizingly, unbelievably, 

almost complete; I'm told two weeks, at the most ... 

BORNE ON THE BIER is one piece in a series expressing a journey toward death. Though this piece ends in despair, 

a great amount of hope shines before the last seemingly futile moments. This title is taken from the eighth line of 

William Shakespeare's twelfth sonnet: "Borne on the bier with white and bristly beard." 

BROWN HEART for solo trumpet in C is originally the third movement of Three Settings which consists of three dif
ferent solo pieces, for violoncello, flute and trumpet in C. Each of the three movements can be performed as one 

multiple-movement piece_ as well as three solo pieces respectively. In all three movements, I tried to experiment 

with a variety of extended techniques in various ranges. Especially in this piece, Brown Heart meaning calm and 

gentle but daedal feeling, I used various types of tremolos and trills with mute and without the trumpet mute. Fre

quent interval and dynamic changes add even more diverse effects as well. 



CONCERT VII AND VIII 

CONCERT VII 

CONCERT VIII 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2007 8:00 PM 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2007 2:00 PM 

BRAVE NEW MUSIC 

You Know You Want To 
Caroline Curtis, Violin 

Courtney Cameron, Violin 

Julia Immel, Viola 
Kevin Price, 'Cello 

Sharon Jensen, Piano 

The Wildflower Trio 
II. Wild Rose and Butterfly 

Mark Weiger, Oboe 
Barry Ellis, Bassoon 

Sharon Jensen, Piano 

Octet in F major, D. 803 
II. Adagio 
Ill. Allegro vivace 

Steve Ahearn, Clarinet 

Barry Ellis, Bassoon 

Matthew Beecher, Horn 

Caroline Curtis, Violin 
Courtney Cameron, Violin 

Julia Immel, Viola 
Kevin Price, 'Cello 
Steve Charlson, Contrabass 

INTERMISSION 

Quintet for piano & strings in A major "Trout" D. 667 
IV. Theme & Variations 

Caroline Curtis, Violin 
Julia Immel, Viola 
Kevin Price, 'Cello 

Steve Charlson, Contrabass 
Sharon Jensen, Piano 

Pieces of Eight 
I. "M'lord, we plead our bellies." 
II. " ••• lolling at Madagascar ••• over a Can of Flip." 

Drew Dolan 

Jenni Brandon 

Franz Schubert 

Franz Schubert 

Carl Schimmel 

IV. "His grave was made in a garden of Watermelons ••• " 

Mark Weiger, English Horn 

Steve Ahearn, Bass Clarinet 
Barry Ellis, Bassoon 

Society of 
Comr2~~~§ Inc. 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 

JANSEN MUSIC HALL 
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CONCERT VII AND VIII continued 

When Atonality Almost Won 
Caroline Curtis, Violin 

Courtney Cameron, Violin 

Julia Immel, Viola 
Kevin Price, 'Cello 

Sweet Calcutta Rain 
Nicole Esposito, Flute 

Mark Weiger, Oboe 
Steve Ahearn, Clarinet 

Barry Ellis, Bassoon 

Matthew Beecher, Horn 

Dave Cooper, Trumpet 

Katie Kretschman, Trombone 

Joe Caploe, Percussion 
Sharon Jensen, Piano 

Caroline Curtis, Violin 
Courtney Cameron, Violin 
Julia Immel, Viola 
Kevin Price, 'Cello 
Steve Charlson, Contrabass 
William lntriligator, Conductor 

Christel Vinot 

James Crowley 
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CONCERT VII AND VIII PROGRAM NOTES 

YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO: This piece began as a minute-long entry into the "Turner Classic Movies Young Film 

Composers Competition." Being so short, any live performance of this music would be unlikely, therefore, I was en

couraged to extend the materials into a longer, concert oriented piece. It is in this form that you find the music now, 

however, the original minute I composed is still used in this version, basically unaltered. Hopefully, any musician who 

decides to play this piece will do so with the urgency and eagerness that the title suggests. 

"PIECES OF EIGHT" is the term for the most common worldwide currency in the golden age of piracy. Accordingly, this 

work is about pirates; each of the four movements has as a title a quotation by or about a pirate. Furthermore, each 

movement uses the number eight as inspiration for musical direction. 

"M'lord, we plead our bellies" is a quote from Anne Bonney, one of the most famous female pirates. She and 

another female pirate, Mary Read, were to be hanged for piracy, but were given prison terms instead because they _ 

were both pregnant at the time of their sentencing. This first movement uses a series of eight different durations, used 

cyclically; also, it is in eight parts, alternating between "mother-like" and "pirate-like" in spirit. 

" ••• tore the living heart out of his body ••. " is a quote from an eyewitness of the deeds of the pirate Jean 

L'Olonnais. This movement uses only a few triads, all of which contain a minor sixth (eight half steps) or an inversion or 

octave displacement of that interval. The intervals in these triads also sum to a multiple of eight. 

Pieces of Eight was written in the fall of 1998 for Amari Barash, English hornist. She premiered the work at 

the Yale School of Music in November 1998, with Meighan Stoops, bass clarinet, and Rachael Elliott, bassoon. 

WHEN ATONALITY ALMOST WON is a theatrical piece that expresses a struggle between tonality and atonality. The 

quartet begins by embracing tonality until everyone is startled when violin l makes a mistake by playing a wrong 

note. Violin l is intrigued and continues to make the mistake on purpose, eventually convincing violin 2 to do the same. 

The violins soon venture into serialism while the viola and cello furiously try to keep tonality alive. The altercation con

tinues between the divided quartet until the lower strings finally get the violins to realize that while it can be exciting 

to venture off into new realms, there is still no place like home. The violins realize how much they really love tonality 

and comply with the lower strings to return and all is well. 

As a theatrical composition, the performers not only play the music, but use their bodies and facial expressions to dra

matize the program of the piece for the audience. 

SWEET CALCUTTA RAIN was composed during my final year of graduate studies at Northwestern University. The 

piece is the result of two preoccupations at that time - free form, and free melody. Thus, the work is through-com

posed with little recapitulation of material; I was essentially improvising within a certain pitch domain. That domain is 

obviously associated with the free counterpoint I was seeking: almost every note in the score is carved from one octa

tonic scale. With regard to the title, it was freely inspired by one of my favorite songs. It still seems an apt title. 
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SHARON NICHOLS 

Nichols, Sharon E. M.A. The University of Memphis. December, 2006. "The Divergent Double Pipe: A Musical 

Instrument of the Egyptian New Kingdom and Late Period." 

The divergent double pipe ("oboe") appears in ancient Egyptian artistic representations during the 

early New Kingdom and throughout the Late Period. Seventy-three possible pipes in museum collections have 

been identified, and the instrument is frequently represented in New Kingdom tomb scenes. In this thesis, the 

physical, artistic, and literary evidence concerning the divergent double pipe is examined in order to un

derstand this instrument's manufacture, the methods by which it was played, the pipers themselves, and any 

connotations they had for the ancient Egyptians. 

The study sugges~s that Egyptian musicians had several techniques for playing the divergent double pipe 

and that they probably utilized a double-reed. The music was rhythmic, and playing probably involved 

movement and dancing. The divergent double pipe was widely used throughout the Egyptian population in 

many different contexts, as evidenced by its depiction in scenes of birth, worship, death, and the afterlife. 

Finally, the instrument may have had a regenerative meaning to the ancient Egyptians. 
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BRENDAN P. MCCONVILLE 
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Harmonic Refinement: an Analysis of Elliot Carter's Lauds (Pub. 2001) for Solo Violin 

"There was at a certain point, certainly within the last eight or ten years, that I decided to use only a 

certain very small vocabulary of chords. And I used the chords I have discovered in the course of searching 

through the whole systemOthe two 4-note chords that have all the intervals and the 6-note chord that con

tains all the 3-note chords. And then I went back to previous work which I used in my Double Concerto com

bining 4-note chords, either no. 1 8 or no. 23, and so I made many 8 note chords out of those. It's something 

I was aware of when I first wrote the Double Concert. I simply reverted to what I had been doing long ago. 

I discovered no. 1 8 entirely by chance when I was writing my First String Quartet. And then when I came to 

write the Double Concerto I discovered that there was also no. 23, but I never made a list until much later." 

- Elliott Carter from Harmony Book (New York: Carl Fischer, LLC), 2002. 

The above quote, taken from John Link's 1 999 interview with Elliott Carter, which constitutes part of 

the prefatory material to the composer's Harmony Book, speaks volumes about the maturation process of 

Carter's highly individual harmonic language. Moreover, the recent works Carter mentions represent a pitch 

language which has undergone a forty year gestation period towards ultimate codification. It this paper, 

a closer look into a recent Carter composition will reveal a harmonic language that distills the composer's 

immense vocabulary of pitch materials, as evident in his Harmony Book, to the crucial harmonic elements 

which may represent the composer's total compositional output. We will first identify how Carter's harmonic 

agenda has evolved, not only through his "middle period," as his chords (pitch collections) expanded in size, 

but with the reduced chords of his recent music as well. Furthermore, we will see how his recent music reveals 

pitch collections bound by the adhesive qualities of the Harmony Book. We will also see specific examples 

of how the harmonic "arsenal" of the Harmony Book may contribute, in a dialectical way, to his current 

compositional process. Ultimately, this paper seeks to reveal that Carter's self-imposed reduction of har

monic materials has created recent compositions that possess en efficient and Harmony Book inspired musical 

syntax, capable of recalling his music of the past, yet existing in a freshly refined state. 
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JUSTIN MERRITT 

Justin Merritt 

A New System of Modality 

Society of 
ComP,Q~~r§ Inc. 

One of the essential projects of new music is the search for new musical materials. Although the first half of 

the twentieth century saw an explosion in the number of modes available to composers, that line of discov

ery seemed by the mid-century to largely have been explored. Modes of Limited Transposition, Church 

Modes, exotic modes, and extended tonal modes were fresh and exciting on first listening, but lacked the 

inherent hierarchies which make classical tonality internally consistent. This paper proposes a system that 

takes advantage of an analogous relationship between classical tonality and the circle of fifths to generate 

a huge number of new modes that do allow the use of hierarchical relationships found in tonality but within _a 

completely new modal context. Basically, I am proposing alternatives to the circle of fifths. 

The circle of fifths is a unique and telling element of music. It defines pentatonicism, diatonicism, modality, & 
modulation. It is one of the few aspects of tonality that is totally symmetrical. This 12-point radial symmetry 

is found in only one other circle, the circle of minor seconds. I have discovered, however, that other radially 

symmetrical circles (clocks) can be formed using more than one interval, and these clocks can be used to 

form modes in an analogous fashion to the circle of fifths. 

Circle of Fifths Clock (3, 7) Clock ( l , l , 7) 

Furthermore, this arrangement can be used to facilitate internally consistent patterns of modulation and to

nicization that are unavailable in the Modes of Limited Transposition. Interestingly, transposition within these 

patterns leads to new collections within a single clock pattern at some transposition levels while returning to 

the original collection at later transposition levels. This method can be used as the material behind music 

ranging from near-traditional diatonicism to serial works. 

This system has some elements in common with Stephen Dembski's system recently published in Perspectives 

of New Music, but it was developed completely independently and it differs in key elements. Whereas 

Dembski uses any two tone rows as his inputs, this system relies on only radially symmetrical clocks as inputs. 

The result in this system is not serial but rather modal. That is, the result is a consistently changing set of 

pitches (similar to diatonic tonality) rather than an extremely long, fully chromatic row. 
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RR.ION V (XJNFliJUO!>.'Cf: 

SCOTT R. HARDING 

Scott R. Harding: A Composer's Sketchbook: The Journey From Concept to Construct 

A Composer's Sketchbook is a presentation that seeks to encourage the inclusion of sketching into composi

tion pedagogy. As a process used to work out preliminary ideas, artistic creators such as painters and writ

ers regularly rely on sketching to distinctly visualize rough elements of an eventual completed whole. Com

posers also benefit from this proves, but often the suggestion of sketching comes late in a regimen of study, 

only after repeated false starts and undue aggravation with a piece that seems "to be going nowhere!" 

Compositional sketching can not only serve to quickly record the bare bones of an idea before it escapes, 

but the act of free-association sketching can be harnessed to unlock mysterious subconscious creativity than 

can either promp! a new idea or jump-start a stalled one. 

The physical act of sketching is addressed in two ways: the traditional (on paper) and the contempo

rary (electronically). Each aspect serves the composer in a different manner to achieve the same end result. 

Paper sketching can be used to work out ideas concerning contour, texture, and orchestration; less-formal 

sketching, as might be done in a journal, can be used to record thoughts, expressions and emotions that can 

later be translated into a musical language. The use of small digital recorders and MIDI-capable instru

ments makes it possible to record literal music either form intentional construction or random improvisation. 

Practical concepts of where and when to sketch are approached from a standpoint of not only 

maximizing the use of otherwise "dead" time (such as commuting or repetitive-task chores) but a lso as a way 

to reserve and devote regular daily time to feeding the creative beast. Daily doses of sketch t ime have 

the direct effect of spurring musical creation and productivity; these reserved times can also be thought of 

as "centering" process by which a tumultuous mind becomes quieted through the release of pent-up subcon

scious ideas. 

The last portion of A Composer's Sketchbook focuses on a brief bibliography devoted to creativ-

ity and sketching across various arts. Lessons and ideas can come from a wide variety of professions, and 

composers would do well to delve into the creative process of artists, writers and choreographers, as well as 

investigate the overall great potential that sketching represents. 
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JEFFREY HOOVER 

Jeffrey Hoover: Eliminating Barriers to Composition 

Society of 
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RR<AOO V C<JNF.>.,Q.J;NCE 

Composers spend much time perfecting their art. Composers also spend much time looking for a situation 

where they can both compose and support themselves materially and emotionally. In all situations where 

composers find themselves, barriers that impede composition can exist. Time and energy that should be 

going into one's work can be wasted fighting these barriers. These barriers come in many forms, and are 

sometimes unwittingly built by the composer. Identifying and eliminating these barriers becomes important 

for the well-being of the creative artist. 

Four tools can be useful in helping the composer eliminate barriers. Application of these tools can facilitate 

creative work and make composition time more productive. l) The Composer Log is one proven approach is 

by freely acknowledging and documenting artistic and personal ideas and concerns. This can in turn provide 

a springboard for creative work. 2) The Creative Weekly Plan helps to organize and manage activity. 3) 

The Composer Portfolio is a way of organizing all paperwork in one location. 4) Continued Learning repre

sents a self-commitment to growth, providing a basis for expanding activity. In addition to these four tools, 

Alternative Resources exist to help nurture the composer both professionally and personally. 

Organization is critical to achieving continued success. Formulating clear goals, prioritizing work, and work

ing in a practical way supports this. Using these four tools helps facilitate regular work, and help the com

poser to move from isolated projects to continual work in composition. 
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SCI/CLARKE COLLEGE CONDUCTING SYMPOSIUM 

Featuring 

STANLEY DERUSHA 

Repertoire 

NOCTURNES 

I. 
II. 

I, DANCE 

I. 
II. 

Amy Dunker 

Amy Dunker 

CLARKE COLLEGE NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE 

Kristin Purcell, Flute 

Brittany Lynn Bastian, Clarinet 

Ben Drury, Trumpet 

Zane Merritt, Guitar and Percussion 

Marisa Lingl, Percussion 

Scott Cazan, Jeffrey Hoover, William Rowley, Greg A. Steinke and 

Joseph Dangerfield, Conductors 

Society of 
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STANLEY DERUSHA 
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Stanley DeRusha is Resident Conductor of the Indianapolis Chamber Orchestra, Music Director and Con

ductor of the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra, and Professor of Music at Butler University, Indianapolis, IN. 

American born and trained, he has conducted throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia and South 

America. His credits include numerous American and world premiere performances, and he has won the 

praise of many distinguished composers including William Schuman, Vincent Persichetti, Karel Husa, Ernst 

Krenek, Joseph Schwantner, Gunther Schuller, Michael Schelle, John Downey, and John Corigliano for his 

interpretation of their music as well as receiving critical acclaim for his interpretation of the standard reper

toire. 

Maestro DeRusha has also been interim music director of the Orquesta Filharmonica de Bogota, Orquesta 

Sinfonica de Colombia and the Orquesta Sinfonica de Antioquia, Colombia, S.A. El Espectador, in Bogota, 

praised him for his "masterful presentations". In 1986, he was presented the ORDEN de la LIBERTAD by the -

Colombian government for his contribution to the arts. 

In 1989, Maestro DeRusha received National Public Radio's "Best Contemporary Music Performance Award" 

for a concert presented and recorded in New York's Town Hall featuring the Emerson String Quartet and the 

world premiere of Paul Epstein's Matinee Concerto for Violin and Chamber Orchestra. 

The Colorado Daily Camera claims "DeRusha's every gesture speaks of solid and well-founded musician

ship. Without any trace of showmanship, he communicates his own involvement in the music to both audience 

and orchestra". He is a frequent guest conductor of major orchestras in the United States and South America 

including Puerto Rico, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile. 

Maestro DeRusha has performed with major soloists such as Andre Watts, Aaron Rosand, Dale Clevenger, 

Panayis Lyres, the Emerson String Quartet and Richard Stoltzman to name a few. He has conducted in such 

great halls as the Mozarteum in Salzburg, the Gustav Siegel House in Stuttgart, the Teatro Colon in Bogota, 

the Teatro Metropolitano in Medellin, the Dr. Sun Yat-Sun Hall in Taipei, the Sheldonian Theatre in Oxford, 

U.K., Chicago's Orchestra Hall, Jordan Hall in Boston, and Town Hall, Carnegie Hall and Avery Fisher Hall in 

New York. He has appeared on radio and television in the United States, Japan, Taiwan, Europe, Asia and 

South America and can be heard on Orion, Crest, Golden Crest, Mark and Gasparo Compact Discs. 
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SYMPOSIUM CONDUCTOR BIOGRAPHIES 

SCOTT CAZAN, currently the Director of the New Music Cell for Fishbon, has served as the Interim Direc-

tor of Gamelan Sinar Surya. He has been a Board Member of Primavera, a festival of contemporary arts 

and visual media. Cazan received his Bachelor of Arts from the College of Creative Studies, University of 

California, Santa Barbara in 2005. Active as a composer and performer of contemporary music, Cazan has 

studied conducting with Jeremy Haladyna and Molly Buzick. 

JEFFREY HOOVER'S compositions - ranging from music for soloist to symphony orchestra - have received 

recognition through the prestigious Trieste prize, awards from Mu Phi Epsilon, the Lancaster Fine Arts Festival, 

grants, publications, fellowships and over 20 commissions. He is a member of the ACME roster of Mu Phi 

Epsilon, in recognition for outstanding achievement as a composer. 

Born on September 11, 1959 in Anderson, Indiana, Hoover holds a Ph.D. in Fine Arts (Composition and 

Interdisciplinary Fine Arts) from Texas Tech University, as well as a M.M. in Composition and Musicology and 

Bch.Sc. in Music Education from Ball State University. He is the Associate Dean of Arts and Communication at 

Illinois Central College. 

WILLIAM ROWLEY is currently Director of Bands at Dubuque Senior High School, a position he has held since 

1989. He worked on a Master's Degree from 1999 - 2002 at University of Northern Iowa, Undergraduate 

Degree from University of Iowa from 1978 - l 983. He was Director of Bands at Vinton High School from 

1983 - l 988 before taking the position of Director of Bands at Dubuque Senior High School. Rowley is a 

freelance musician in the Tri-State area and has performed with many groups including the Cedar Rapids 

Choral, Cedar Rapids Municipal Band, Cedar Rapids Big Band, Dubuque Symphony Orchestra, Tri-State 

Wind Ensemble, Chicago Sinfonietta, Burlington Brass Quintet, Dubuque Brass Quintet, George Vosberg, Rob 

McConnell, Mike Methany, Bobby Vinton, Bob Hope, Roger Pemberton, Clark Terry and many groups from 

the Mid-West Jazz Circuit. He has conducted theDubuque County Honor Band, Tri-State Wind Symphony, 

Cedar Rapids Big Band, Vinton Community Band, Burlington Community Band, and the Loras College Concert 

Band. He currently resides in Dubuque, Iowa with his wife Cindy and their children Kersten, Evan and Serica. 

GREG A STEINKE ( l 942 - ) Former Chair, Departments of Art and Music, (The Joseph Naumes Endowed 

Chair in Music), also Associate Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Marylhurst University, Marylhurst, Oregon 

(now retired, 6/15/01 ); Associate Director, Ernest Bloch Music Festival ('93-97) and Director, Composers 

Symposium ('90-97) (Newport, OR); Former Dean, College of Fine 

Arts, Professor of Music, Millikin University, Decatur, Illinois; Director of School of Music, Professor of Music 

(composition/theory), former member of Musical Arts Quintet (oboe), Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana; 

Professor of Music (composition/oboe), Assistant Director of School of Music, University of Arizona, Tucson, 

Arizona; Professor of Music (composition/theory), Chairman of Music Department, San Diego State Univer

sity, San Diego, California; and Professor of Music 

(oboe, theory /composition), Director of School of Music, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. Michigan born. 

B.M. '64, Oberlin Conservatory; M.M. '67, Michigan State University; M.F.A.'71, University of Iowa; Ph.D. 

'76, Michigan State University. Composition study with Joseph Wood, H. Owen Reed, Richard Hervig, Paul 

Harder and Lawrence Moss. Also former Professor of 

Music and Chairman of Music Department, Linfleld College, McMinnville, Oregon, and former faculty mem

ber at The Evergreen State College, California State University, Northridge, University of Maryland. Former 

musical director of the 20th Century Chamber Ensemble at the University of Maryland and the New Musical 
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Arts Ensemble at Michigan State University; former member of the Winnipeg Symphony (First Oboe), Uni

versity of Iowa Woodwind Quintet, Northwest Wind Quintet and New Art Players, University of Maryland 

Woodwind Quintet and Maryland Chamber Ensemble, the National Gallery of Art Orchestra, Tacoma 

Symphony, 

Woodwind Conspiracy of Portland, Arizona Opera (First Oboe), and Flagstaff Symphony. Currently ac

tive as a composer of chamber and large ensemble music with many published works and as an oboe 

soloist, specializing in contemporary music for oboe. 

JOSEPH DANGERFIELD (b. 1 977) is Assistant Professor of music composition and theory, as well as the 

director of orchestral activities at Coe College. He studied composition at Bowling Green State Univer

sity (MM 2002) with Marilyn Shrude and Elainie Lillios, and the University of Iowa (PhD 2005) with David 

Gompper and Lawrence Fritts. 

Dangerfield's compositions are heard throughout the United States and Europe. His work The Waves Roll 

on, Thundering and Shimmering (symphonic complementation plus piano, one per part, with two percussion

ists), was recently performed at the Moscow Conservatory by the Studio for New Music Ensemble. Dreams 

of Fin, for violin and piano, commissioned by the Austrian violinist Wolfgang David, was recently pre

miered at the Kuenstlerklub in Frankfurt, Germany. Current projects include a commission by the University 

of Iowa for a new work in commemoration of the School of Music's centennial celebration, a commission by 

Wolfgang David for a second violin and piano work, a commission by Russian pianist Yulia Kozlova for a 

piano solo, and a consortium commission for a new work for symphonic band. 

Dangerfield is the recipient of many awards, which include, The Young and Emerging Composers Award 

(2002), ASCAP Standard Awards, and the Henry and Parker Pelzer Prize (2005) for excellence in compo

sition. Dangerfield's music is available on the Albany Records label and is published by PIP Press. 
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JOHN ALLEMEIER received his Ph.D. in Composition from the University of Iowa, his Master of Music in Com

position from Northwestern University and his Bachelor of Music in Performance from Augustana College. 

John has studied in Europe at the 41 st and 42nd lnternationalen Ferienkurse fur Neue Musik in Darmstadt, 

Germany and the 6th International Composition Course in Cesky Krumlov, Czech Republic. His music has 

been programmed on such international venues as Russia-America: Music of the XXI Century - Moscow Con

servatory, the Seoul International Computer Music Festival and the 7th Brazilian Symposium on Computer 

Music, on national conferences of the Society of Composers and the Society for Electro Acoustic Music in the 

United States, and at regional conferences of the College Music Society and the Society of Composers. In 

the summer of 2005, John presented a concert of his works at the Curmbox Projektraum fur Electronische 

und Neue Musik in Frankfurt, Germany. His music has been recognized by the lbla Foundation European In

ternational Competition for Composers and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers with 

honorable mention in the ASCAP Foundation/Rudolf Nissim Composers Competition and ASCAP Standard 

Awards. He has received supporting grants from Marshall University and the University of Iowa Fine Arts 

Council. His music is published by Carl Fischer Music Publishers, C. Alan Publications, M. Baker Publications 

and European American Music. He currently teaches composition and music theory at the University of North 

Carolina at Charlotte. 

JASON BAHR (b. 1972) B.M. University of Missouri-Kansas City; including study at Kingston University in 

London, England; M.M., D.M., Indiana University-Bloomington. He has studied with Samuel Adler, Claude 

Baker, David Dzubay, Eugene O'Brien, Don Freund, James Mobberley and Gerald Kemner. He is currently 

an Assistant Professor of Music Theory and Composition and a Humanities and Research Program Fellow at 

Mississippi State University. 

Bahr has received over one hundred fifty performances of his works in 28 states and eight foreign countries. 

He is a recipient of a Fromm Foundation commission (2005), has won the Northridge Prize for Orchestral 

Composition (2005) for Golgotha, and third prize in the Renee B. Fischer Piano Competition (2003). He is 

also the winner of the Cambridge Madrigal Singers Choral Composition Competition ( 1 999) with his work, 

Psaume 1. He is the recipient of ASCAP Standard/Plus Awards, grants from the American Music Center, 

and the William and Marcia Fox Scholarship in Composition. This Present Darkness (sextet) was a Region V 

winner in the 2002 SCI/ ASCAP Competition. This past summer Bahr enjoyed a five-week residency at the 

MacDowell Colony. When not composing, Bahr frets about his student loans and the fate of the Kansas City 

Royals. 

KARI BESHARSE is currently a doctoral student at the University of Illinois working in both electroacoustic and 

acoustic mediums. She completed her undergraduate studies in composition at the University of Missouri at 

Kansas City and her Masters degree at the University of Texas at Austin. Primary composition teachers have 

been Stephen Andrew Taylor, Guy Garnett, Russell Pinkston, Donald Grantham, Robert Cooper, Rick Taube, 

and James Mobberly. Her music has been presented about the world by venues and organizations such as 

The California Ear Unit, Society of Composers, Inc., Texas Computer Musicians Network, The LaTex Festival, 

The Florida Electracoustic Music Festival, Electronic Music Midwest, ICMC, SEAMUS, Bourges, Elektrophonie, 

Third Practice, 60X60 and Pulse Field. Kari was awarded a Bourges Residence Prize for Small Things, an 

electracoustic work written in (sound and Protools, which used sounds of the frogs and insects of Austin, 

Texas as the source material. The residency was completed at the University of Birmingham Electracustic 

Music Studios in England where she created a new eight-channel tape piece, Firmament. 
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KENNETH R. BENOIT was born on October 12, 1952 in Coral Gables, Florida. After graduating from Miami 

High, he earned an Associate in Arts in Music Education from Miami-Dade Community College, Bachelor of Arts 

in Music Education from the University of West Florida, Master of Music in Theory /Composition from the Univer

sity of Miami, Master of Science in Library Science from Florida State University, and Doctor of Musical Arts in 

Composition from Louisiana State University. Dr. Benoit has completed commissions from the Louisiana Sinfonietta, 

Louisiana State University New Music Ensemble, Miami Beach Community Symphony Orchestra, and Dr. Michael 

M. Krop Senior High School. Part of his "Overture in Black and Silver" for Krop High has been adopted as the 

school's Alma Mater. Ken's compositions have been performed throughout the U.S., and in Austria, Britain, Can

ada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Puerto Rico, Spain, and Switzerland. He has contributed 

articles on music to "Encyclopedia USA'' and has written articles for "20th Century Music". He is currently on the 

faculty of Broward Community College and lives in Hallandale Beach, Florida. 

JENNIFER BERNARD graduated from the University of Richmond in 2002 with a Bachelor of Arts in music and a 

Bachelor of Science in computer science, and received her Master of Music degree in composition at the Univer

sity of Cincinnati's College-Conservatory of Music in June 2004. Her music has been performed at the lnterna

tiona I Computer Music Conference and the Third Practice Electroacoustic Festival, among others. Recent works 

include a piece for euphonium and electronics commissioned by Lloyd Bone, and a collaboration with choreogra

pher Shellie Cash and poet Janee Baugher that combines percussion, dance, and poetry. She was on the faculty 

of Interlachen Arts Camp during the summers of 2005 and 2006, where she taught computer music and com

position. She has studied with Mara Helmuth, Benjamin Broening, Joel Hoffman, and Michael Fiday. Currently, 

Jenny is a DMA candidate in composition at CCM, and is a University Distinguished Graduate Fellow. 

JOEL BLAHNIK is a native of Wisconsin's Door County, a graduate of Lawrence University Conservatory of Mu

sic, and above all, an instrumental music educator in the Wisconsin Public Schools from 1961-1993. During his 

comprehensive music career he has been a clinician/lecturer in over 200 of the state's schools. He has received 

many local, state, and national awards for his creativity and excellence in teaching during these three decades. 

As a composer, his works have been featured at national composer symposiums and international festivals, and 

appear on state and international music education selected lists. His works have been recorded by state, na

tional and foreign radio and TV. As an author, his writings have appeared in state, national and international 

journals. 

As a conductor, his student ensembles have distinguished themselves at state convention events including three 

performances at the celebrated Mid-West International Band and Orchestra Clinic. He has served many years 

as a clinician for state adjudication workshops, related-arts festivals, music camps and other music activities from 

elementary schools to world professional ensembles. 

Since l 988, he has been called to a great deal of musical activity in the Czech Republic. This includes guest 

conducting student, amateur, and professional ensembles, co-founding the Prague Youth Wind Ensemble Festival, 

and networking with Czech musical artists and composers. 

His collaborative endeavors with various colleagues have been applauded, including the formation of the 

Czech Music Alliance, a professional partnership with Anita Smisek of the Sinsinawa Dominicans. In 1989, they 

established Alliance Publications, Inc., a desk-top music publishing company for the furtherance of old and 

new Czecho-Slovak music, as well as educational and religious music of contemporary composers. Since 1993, 

Blahnik has embarked upon a career as a free-lance composer /clinician and music publisher, often drawing 

inspiration from his musical heritage. 
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JASON BOLTE (b.1976) is currently pursuing a D.M.A. in Music Composition at the Conservatory of Mu-

sic, University of Missouri - Kansas City, where he is a Chancellor's Doctoral Research Fellow. Along with 

his responsibilities at UMKC, he is also an Adjunct Instructor of Music at the Kansas City Kansas Community 

College. He is a member of the organizational staff of the Electronic Music Midwest Festival serving as a 

Technical Assistant. Jason holds a B.M. with an emphasis in Music Engineering Technology and a M.M. in 

Music Composition from Ball State University. His music has been performed at such events as the SEAMUS 

National Conference, ICMC, SCI National and Regional Conferences, Electronic Music Midwest, lmagine2, 

LASO, Spark, NWEAMO, SFIFEM, FEMF, Ai-maako 2006 - Chile, FYLKINGEN - Sweden, and ISMEM - Hun

gary. Jason's work, Friction for digital audio, was recently recognized as a Finalist at the 33rd Bourges 

International Competition of Electroacoustic Music and Sonic Art - 2006. His composition Forgotten Dreams 

for double bass, max/msp, and eight-channel digital audio has also been recognized by The International 

Society of Bassists, receiving First Prize at the 2004/05 ISB Composition Competition - Media Division. 

JENNI BRANDON (b. 1977), a Los Angeles based composer, conductor, and vocalist, has received a variety 

of commissions, awards, and grants for her music. Among these are awards from the Voices of Change Rus

sell Horn Composer's Competition, the National Federation of Music Clubs, The National Creative and Inven

tive Thinking Skills Association, The National Association of Composers, ASCAPPlus awards, and a Subito 

grant from the Los Angeles Composers Forum. The Wildflower Trio, for oboe, bassoon, and piano, was com

missioned in 2004 by the College of Fine Arts of the University of Texas at Austin to honor the life and work 

of Lady Bird Johnson. It has received ~performances around the world, including at Mrs. Johnson's Wildflower 

Center in Austin, at the 2004 International Double Reed Society Conference in Melbourne, Australia, and at 

the International Colloquium of Bassoon of Angouleme in 2005. 

Active also as a conductor and vocalist, she has sung under the direction of a variety of conductors including 

John Alexander, Keith Lockhart, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Carl St. Clair, John Williams, John Mauceri, and William 

Dehning. Jenni has appeared in concert with the Boston Pops, Pacific Chorale, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, 

Pacific Symphony, and at the Hollywood Bowl. Jenni has served as the music director for a variety of chil

dren's theatre, including writing original songs for new plays for adults and children as part of The Virginia 

Avenue Project based in Santa Monica, California. As a choral conductor she is currently the music director 

of The Concert Singers, a community choir based in Westchester, California. 

Jenni received her B.M. Composition from West Chester University in Pennsylvania, and her M.M. Composi

tion from UT Austin. She has studied with Robert Maggio, Larry Nelson, Dan Welcher, Kevin Puts, Rick Lese

mann, and Morten Lauridsen. 

Her piece Five Frogs for woodwind quintet is published by Boosey & Hawkes on their Windependence Se

ries. The Dark Hills for SATB choir, oboe, and piano is scheduled for publication on Boosey & Hawkes' Yale 

Glee Club Choral Series in 2007. 

WILLIAM CAMPBELL is a composer, pianist and improviser. In addition to European and American art music, 

he has studied and performed music of West Africa, Bali and Native America, and integrates a wide va

riety of these influences into his music. His personal and unique musical sensitivity synthesizes old and new, 

secular and sacred, into a powerfully cohesive whole. William's music has been performed throughout North 

America by orchestras, chamber groups, vocalists, and in theater productions. Additionally, he has composed 

for films and stage productions, and his worship music is sung every Sunday in multiple churches across the 

country. 
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Recent premieres include Heartwood, for concert band, the score for the dance-theater piece Coyolx

auhqui ReMembers by the Latina Dance Project, and Coyote Dances With a Star, for wind ensemble. He 

also composed and recorded the score for the documentary film, Bomb Hunters, and the electro-acoustic 

score for Trickster Dances, commissioned by New ARTiculations Dance Company. Performances of his sa

cred music continue throughout the country and are published on his own label and through Chalice Press 

and Episcopal Church Publishing. He has been awarded with honors of scholarship and teaching from 

the University of Oregon and Pima Community College. Composition awards include the Penfield Music 

Commission Project Composition Prize (2006), a Waging Peace International Composition Special Honor 

(2003), a Tucson/Pima Arizona Arts Fellowship (1999) and the 1995 Jim Highsmith Award from the San 

Francisco Conservatory of Music for his orchestral work, Sinfonietta. 

William is a member of the American Composers Forum, ASCAP and CCLI. He is a board member of the 

Iowa Composers Forum, helping to organize an upcoming festival of contemporary music in November of 

2007. He earned degrees from the University of Arizona (B.M.), the San Francisco Conservatory of Music 

(M.M.), and the University of Oregon (Ph.D.). His dissertation was Earth Mass, a contemporary ecologi

cal, liturgical expression. He has taught music theory, technology and world music classes at Pima Com

munity College, and Missouri State University, and was a music director and worship leader at churches 

for twelve years. William is an Assistant Professor of music at St. Ambrose University in Davenport, Iowa, 

teaching Music Theory and Composition. 

JAMES CHAUDOIR (b. 1946, Baton Rouge, La.) is Professor of Music Composition at the University of 

Wisconsin Oshkosh where in 2003 he was presented the Edward M Penson Endowed Professorship, a 

four-year professional grant, after having received the John McN Rosebush Professorship in 1 998, the 

university's most prestigious award. He has composed a wide range of works for vocal and instrumen

tal ensembles-from solo performer to choir and orchestra-and many pieces incorporating dance as 

well as the electronic medium. Recent interests have focused on exploring the technical possibilities of 

the recorder while writing new works for the instrument. A highly published and commissioned composer, 

his works have been performed in Europe, Canada, the Far East and major cities throughout the United 

States. In addition to composing, he is an active performer, conductor and supporter of contemporary 

music. When not involved with music, he spends time sharing the delights of his native Louisiana cuisine 

with family and friends. A long time member of SCI, he served as co-chair for Region V from 1992 
-2003. 

JONATHAN CHENETTE teaches composition and serves as Associate Dean at Grinnell College in Iowa. 

His compositions have appeared on the ISCM World Music Days in Amsterdam and on a national radio 

broadcast by the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra. Several of his scores are published by Boosey & Hawkes 

and Theodore Presser, and his music is recorded on the lnnova, Riverrun, Fleur de Son Classics, and Cap

stone labels. 

KYONG MEE CHOI is an assistant professor of composition at Roosevelt University in Chicago. She stud

ied music composition, science education (specializing chemistry), and Korean literature at four institutions 

in two different regions of the United States and her native South Korea. She composes works for cham

ber, electro-acoustic, interactive, and multi-media. She has also been active as a painter, which has led 

her to experiment with integrating sound and image into a single artwork. 

She has had many works recognized in numerous places, such as the 2003 Luigi Russolo International Elec-
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de Sao Paulo, the 2004 Australasin Computer Music Conference, MUSICA CONTEMPORANEA in Ecuador, 

Third Practice in Virginia, the 2004 International Computer Music Association, the 4th Annual Electroacoustic 

Musical Festival in Santiago de Chile, Palmares du 31 e Concours International de Musique et d'Art Sonore 

Electroacoustiques de Bourges 2004: Degre I-RESIDENCE, Spectrum Press and the Los Angeles Sonic Odys

sey Electronic and Computer Music Concert Series 2005, Merging Voices: the Fourth Annual Women in New 

Music Festival 2005, Music Beyond Performance: SoundlmageSound 111, Electronic Music Midwest 2005, SEA

MUS 2005, Mention at the 32rd International Competition of Electroacoustic Music and Sonic Art/Bourges 

2005, NODUS concert 2005, CMS Conference in Quebec, 2005, MUSICA NOVA 2005, and she also won 

the second prize at VI CIMESP 2005 Concurso Internacional de Musica Eletroacustica de SaoPaulo. She 

was also awarded the ASCAP /SEAMUS 2006 Composition Commission 1st prize Award. Her piece was 

also chosen for SCI/CMS 2006, EMM 2006, ICMC 2006 and Palmares du 33e Concours lnternationaux de 

Musique et d'Art Sonore Electroacoustiques de Bourges, 2006. She recently received Robert Helps Prize for 

her Gestural Trajectory, which will be premiered in Tampa and New York City (Merkin Recital Hall) in Febru

ary 2007 with monetary award $10,000. Her guitar and electronic piece, It only needs to be seen, will be 

premiered at SEAMUS in March 2007 and published in SEAMUS CD series as well as her ensemble piece, 

KANDINSKY, which will be published in SCI CD series in Spring 2007. 

MARGARET (PEG) CORNILS, a native of Sterling, Illinois began piano lessons at the age of 5 and flute at 

the age of 7. She received her Masters Degree from Northern Illinois University, in Flute Performance and 

was a Doctoral candidate at the University of Minnesota, she has performed with such greats as Garrison 

Keillor, Anne Murray, Isaac Stern and Mstislav Rostropovich. Her teachers have included the late Geoffrey 

Gilbert (teacher of Galway, Wye and Bennett), Tadeu Coelho, Immanuel Davis, the late Charles Delaney, 

Mary Louise Poor, Gale Coffee, the late Jacob Berg and Peter Middleton. She has attended/performed in 

major master-classes with William Bennett, James Galway, Julius Baker, Keith Underwood, Walfrid Kujala, 

Leone Buyse, Bonita Boyd, Wilbert Hazelzet, Wissam Boustany, and Jeanne Baxtresser. She has judged flute 

contests for many years including the International Young Artist Competition for the National Flute Associa

tion. She has performed all over the country including Orchestra Hall in Chicago, Illinois. 

Margaret is currently a flute professor at University of Wisconsin-Platteville, Loras College and Clarke Col

lege in Dubuque, Iowa. Margaret has served as flute faculty at Hamline University, Concordia University, 

and College of St. Catherine, all in St. Paul, Minnesota. She has been Visiting Artist in Residence at Cornell 

College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa and a substitute faculty member at the University of Iowa. Margaret is a 

published and recorded composer as well as a professional piano accompanist, and was featured on the 

PBS-IPTV Series Living in Iowa and was just heard on Wisconsin Public Radio Sunday Afternoon LIVE from the 

Chazen Museum. Margaret also has a flute CD entitled "The Voice Outside". 

JAMES CROWLEY was born in Chicago, studied at Northwestern University (OM, MM) and the University of 

Illinois (BM), and is currently Associate Professor of Music at the University of Wisconsin-Parkside. His music 

has been performed by the Minnesota Orchestra, the Eastman Wind Symphony, Civic Orchestra of Chicago, 

the Aspen Contemporary Ensemble, and many other ensembles in Europe, Asia and Africa. He was awarded 

the 1991 Faricy Prize in Composition by Northwestern and has received commissions and awards from Meet 

the Composer, Music Teachers National Association, National String Teachers Association, American Music 

Center, and others. From 1987-1990 he was a member of the administrative staff of the Lyric Opera of 

Chicago, and in 1 991 he held a Teaching Fellowship at the Aspen Music Festival. He is married to the pia

nist Eun-Joo Kwak, and they live in Milwaukee, Wisconsin with their daughter Annabelle. 
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LUKE DAHN, visiting assistant professor at the University of Iowa, received his Ph.D in composition from the 

University of Iowa. He holds additional degrees in music theory and composition from Western Michi-

gan University and Houston Baptist University. His principal teachers have included David Gompper, C. 
Curtis-Smith, and Ann K. Gebuhr. Dahn's dissertation entitled Edges, a work for large ensemble, received 

multiple performances by the UI Center for New Music during its 2006 Spring tour. Edges has also been 

recorded for a forthcoming CD commemorating the Center's 40th anniversary. Current projects include 

a work for two pianos commissioned by the Iowa Music Teacher's Association in conjunction with the Music 

Teacher's National Association (MTNA), a violin and piano work for Austrian violinist Wolfgang David and 

pianist David Gompper, and a chamber work for Studio New Music at the Moscow Conservatory. 

JOSEPH DANGERFIELD (b. 1977) is Assistant Professor of music composition and theory, as well as the 

director of orchestral activities at Coe College. He studied composition at Bowling Green State Univer

sity (MM 2002) with Marilyn Shrude and Elainie Lillios, and the University of Iowa (PhD 2005) with David 

Gompper and Lawrence Fritts. 

Dangerfield's compositions are heard throughout the United States and Europe. His work The Waves Roll 

on, Thundering and Shimmering (symphonic complementation plus piano, one per part, with two percus

sionists), was recently performed at the Moscow Conservatory by the Studio for New Music Ensemble. 

Dreams of Fin, for violin and piano, commissioned by the Austrian violinist Wolfgang David, was recently 

premiered at the Kuenstlerklub in Frankfurt, Germany. Current projects include a commission by the 

University of Iowa for a new work in commemoration of the School of Music's centennial celebration, a 

commission by Wolfgang David for a second violin and piano work, a commission by Russian pianist Yulia 

Kozlova for a piano solo, and a consortium commission for a new work for symphonic band. 

Dangerfield is the recipient of many awards, which include The Young and Emerging Composers Award 

(2002), ASCAP Standard Awards, and the Henry and Parker Pelzer Prize (2005) for excellence in com

position. Dangerfield's music is available on the Albany Records label and is published by PIP Press. 

KEN DAVIES is a free lance composer/ arranger, trombonist and teacher on the Gulf Coast of Mississippi. 

He received his M.M. in Composition from the University of Colorado at Boulder where he was awarded 

the prestigious Cecil Effinger Composition Fellowship. Having also written commercial music for records 

and television (two TV specials went network national in 1 980), his music writing work spans the range 

from pop song to experimental and include electroacoustic works as well. His works have received per

formances across the USA and at conferences by Society of Composers, Southeastern Composers League 

and the International Trombone Festival. Among his grants and prizes is the 2006-2007 Artist Fellowship 

in Composition from the Mississippi Arts Commission and National Endowment for the Arts. His works are 

available from his personal publishing company, Kenvad Music, via his website www.kendavies.net. 

DREW DOLAN (b. 1983) is in his first year of graduate composition studies at Bowling Green State 

University in Bowling Green, OH. After his youth spent in the Atlanta area, he recently earned his un

dergraduate degree at Georgia State University, where his principal teacher was Dr. Nickitas J. Demos. 

Awards and honors of his include selection in the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Contemporary 

Music Symposium, first prize in the Georgian Chambers Players College Composer String Quartet Work

shop, and, as a marimbist, inclusion the Georgia State University School of Music Honors Recital, as well 

as numerous scholarships for both composition and performance. He has received performances from, 

Thamyris New Music Ensemble, Dr. Michiko Otaki, director of keyboard studies at Clayton State Universi

ty, Georgia State University's neoPhonia new music ensemble, the percussion ensembles at Georgia State 
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University, Columbus State University, Brevard College, and Eagle's Landing High School, as well as from the 

Clayton State University New Music Ensemble. In addition to composing, he enjoys watching the news and 

reading. 

AMY DOLPHIN, b. 1981, a composer, pianist, artist, flautist, alto sax player, she attended Clarke College in 

Dubuque, IA, and received BA in music and piano. She studied piano with Professor Nancy Lease, flute with 

Professor Kathleen Cameron, and composition with Dr. Amy Dunker. Under the direction of Professor David 

Resnick, Amy was part of ACE the Advanced Chamber Ensemble as a pianist, flautist, and sax player. ACE 

was invited to perform on the radio, and invited to perform at the World Saxophone Congress, 2003. Amy 

was a semi-finalist in the Terrace Hill piano competition, and a piano semi-finalist in Iowa's Bill Ri ley Talent _ 

Search, 2000. Amy currently studies with Dr. Michael Schelle in the graduate composition program at Butler 

University. After composing several tunes for Butler's Theatre production of Caryl Churchill's play, Vinegar 

Tom, Amy was awarded "Outstanding Contributions to the Theater Department by a non-theater major. "No 

Shoelaces," for piano, was commissioned and by the American Pianists Association for the Classical Fellow

ship Awards. Amy is inspired by the music of Liszt, Rachmaninoff, Ani Difranco, Fiona Apple, Dave Brubeck 

and Radiohead. 

AMY DUNKER has degrees from Morningside College (BME-Music Education), the University of South Dakota 

(MM-Trumpet Performance), Butler University (MM-Composition) and a OMA (Composition) from the Univer

sity of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory of Music. She has studied composition with James Mobberley, 

Chen Yi, Robert L. Cooper, Michael Schelle, James Aikman and Robert P. Block. Amy's works have been 

performed at various conference and festival venues throughout the United States, Czech-Republic, Mexico 

Puerto Rico, Japan, the Ukraine and Italy. Her works have been recorded on the NextAGem, ERM Media, 

Whaatsit and Curvepoint Records Labels. She is currently an Associate Professor of Music at Clarke College 

where she teaches Theory, Aural Skills, Composition, Brass and conducts the New Music Ensemble. 

A composer of many styles and genre, FRANK FELICE'S works have been performed extensively in the U.S. 

as well as garnering performances in Brazil, Argentina, Japan, the United Kingdom, the Russian Federation, 

Austria, the Phillipines, the Czech Republic and Hungary. His commissions have included funding from the 

National Endowment for the Arts, the Omaha Symphony, the Indiana Arts Commission, The Indiana Reper

tory Theatre, Dance Kaleidoscope, Music Teachers National Association, the Wyoming State Arts Board, 

the Indianapolis Youth Symphony, Kappa Kappa Psi/Tau Beta Sigma as well as many private commissions. 

In 2003 the Butler University Department of Dance commissioned an evening-length ballet from him, "The 

Willow Maiden," which was premiered at Clowes Hall in April of that year. A recording of electronic and 

electro-acoustic music entitled "Sidewalk Music" is available on Capstone Records. Scores and other perfor

mance materials can be obtained from MMB Music or Mad Italian Bros. Ink Publishing. 

Frank began his musical studies in Hamilton, Montana, singing, playing piano, guitar and double bass. His 

interest in composition began through participation with a number of rock bands, one of which, Graffiti, 

toured the western United States and the Far East in l 986- l 987. He attended Concordia College in Moor

head, Minnesota, the University of Colorado, and Butler University, studying with Michael Schelle, Daniel 

Breedon, Luiz Gonzalez, and James Day. Most recently he has studied with Dominick Argento, Alex Lubet, 

Lloyd Ultan, and Judith Lang Zaimont at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, where he completed his 

Ph.D in l 998. Frank currently teaches as an associate professor of composition, theory and electronic music 

at Butler University in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

He is member of the Society for Electro-Acoustic Music in the U.S., the American Composers Forum, the 69 
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American Music Center, The Society of Composers Inc., and the Christian Fellowship of Art Music Compos

ers. Residencies include those with the Wyoming Arts Council, and the Banff Centre for the Arts and a 

number of mini-residencies in universities and high schools in the west and mid-west. In addition to musi

cal interests, he pursues his creative muse through painting, poetry, cooking, home brewing, paleontology, 

theology, philosophy, and basketball. He is very fortunate to be married to mezzo-soprano Mitzi Westra. 

ROBERT FLEISHER is Professor of Music at Northern Illinois University (DeKalb), where he coordinates 

music theory and composition. A native New Yorker, he earned the baccalaureate degree with honors at 

the University of Colorado and received the M.M. and D.M.A. in composition from the University of Illinois. 

His work has been supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities, National Foundation for 

Jewish Culture, Illinois Arts Council, Ruttenberg Arts Foundation, and residencies at Yaddo, Millay Colony, 

Virginia Center, Hambidge Center, Montalvo Center, and Mishkenot Sha'ananim. His book, Twenty Israeli 

Composers: Voices of a Culture, is published by the Wayne State University Press. Other writings have 

appeared in a variety of national and international journals and online, in pedagogical essays support

ing the new edition of Tonal Harmony by Kostka & Payne. His music has been performed in Canada, 

France, Germany, Spain, and throughout the US; recordings appear on Centaur and Capstone labels. 

JAMES GEIGER (b. 1 977) is currently the band director and percussion coordinator at West Laurens 

Middle School in Dublin, Georgia. A native of Palatka, Florida, Mr. Geiger received the B.M. in Music 

Education and Music Composition from Georgia Southern University. _After teaching in the Georgia public 

school system for a few years, he accepted the position of Graduate Teaching Assistant in Theory at the 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville, where he received the M.M. in Music Composition in 2005. Recently, 

the Clinton String Quartet premiered Captive Soul for string quartet at the SCI Region II Conference at 

Hamilton College in Clinton, NY. His teachers include Kenneth Jacobs, Sonny Walden, Michael Braz, and 

David Mathew. 

WARREN GOOCH'S music has been performed widely throughout North America and Europe. Gooch is 

recipient of over thirty composition awards and paid commissions, and publishers include Southern, Neil 

A. Kjos, Alliance, Ensemble, Dorn, Flammer, Plymouth, and others. His music has received recognition from 

the National Federation of Music Clubs, American Choral Directors Association, International Trumpet 

Guild, Percussive Arts Society, Minnesota Orchestra, and a number of other cultural organizations. Clock

work for orchestra has been recorded by the Slovak Radio Orchestra, on the MMC label. Completing his 

doctorate in composition at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1 988, Gooch has studied with Stephen 

Dembski, Joel Naumann, Eric Stokes, Mary Mageau and others. Currently, Gooch is Chair of the Theory

Composition area and helps coordinate the music graduate program at Truman State University, where 

he has twice been a finalist for that university's "Educator of the Year" award. He is also active in church 

music. 

ARTHUR GOTTSCHALK was born in San Diego, California, but raised in the Northeast. He attended 

the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, receiving a Bachelor of Music degree in Music Composition, a 

Master of Arts degree in Music Composition and English Literature, and his Doctorate in Music Composi

tion, studying with William Bolcom, Ross Lee Finney, and Leslie Bassett. He is currently a Professor at Rice 

University's Shepherd School of Music, where he is Chair of the Department of Music Theory and Com

position, and where he directed the university's electronic and computer music laboratories until 2002. 

In 1 986 he co-founded Modern Music Ventures, Inc., a company which held a recording studio complex, 

a record production division, four publishing firms, and an artist management division, and for whom he 
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produced records for PolyGram and Capitol. In 1998 Gottschalk divested himself of these latter holdings, 

in order that he might devote himself more fully to music composition. 

Gottschalk's teaching specialties include electronic music, music theory, music composition, and counterpoint. 

As a film and television composer he numbers six feature films, twelve television scores, and numerous in

dustrial films and commercials among his credits. Among other awards, he is a recipient of the Charles Ives 

Prize of the National Academy of Arts and Letters, annual ASCAP Awards since 1 980, and has been a 

Composer-in-Residence at the famed Columbia/Princeton Electronic Music Center and for the Piccolo Spoleto 

Festival. He has been recently honored with the First Prize in the Concorso lnternazionale d i Composizione 

Originale - Cordano, Italy, for his Concerto for Violin and Symphonic Winds. With well over one hundred 

compositions in his catalog, his music is performed regularly in Europe, South America, Asia, and Australia, is 

recorded on Crystal, Summit, Capstone, Golden Crest, and AURecordings, and is published by Subito Music, 

Shawnee Press, European American Music Distributors, Spectrum Press, and Ballerbach Music (ASCAP). His -

book, Functional Hearing, is published by Scarecrow Press, a division of Rowman & Littlefield. 

Emmy award winning guitarist/ composer JAIME GUSICAFRE is highly acclaimed for his talent in Classical, 

Latin Jazz and World Music. Gusicafre won his Emmy in 1 988 for his performance, composing, and direction 

in the soundtrack for the PBS documentary, "Hispanic Mosaic." He has performed as a soloist and with en

sembles throughout North and South America, Spain and Italy. As a member of the celebrated Latin Ameri

can group Sotavento, he made nine r~cording on Redwood Records and DiscosPueblo. 

A champion of the music of modern Latin composers, Gusicafre released a solo recording in 1 999 entitled 

"Seven Latin American Composers," that is still distributed by the theorchard.com and peoplesound.com 

in Europe. Mr. Guiscafre was an Artist in Residence at the Universidad Aut6noma Nacional de Mexico in 

Mexico City during August 2000. 

In March 2001 Mr. Guiscafre traveled to San Juan, Puerto Rico, for the premiere of his composition "Villan

cico" a work for mixed choir and guitar. 2003 marked the release of the critically acclaimed CD "New Mu

sic for Guitar" featuring Roscoe Mitchell "on NEXTAGEM Records, a collection of Jaime Gusicafre's original 

guitar music and that of other Latin composers. Reviewer Tom Laaskin called the CD "a humane, intellectual

ly satisfying album ... " During his eleven year collaboration with Roscoe Mitchell, Gusicafre played on string 

instruments ranging from the classical guitar to the Puerto Rican cuatro to the Japanese Biwa. Mr. Gusicafre 

is a member of the music faculty at Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa, and resides in Madison, Wisconsin. 

SCOTT HARDING is a lifelong Michigander, born in Bay City and growing up in rural small-towns Auburn 

and Cass City. Dr. Harding earned his BM in Theory /Composition from Central Michigan University in 1991 , 

studying with award-winning band and percussion composer David R. Gillingham. Dr. Harding also studied 

percussion with the late Robert Hohner while at CMU, and was a member of the legendary Robert Hoh-

ner Percussion Ensemble for five years. Following a compositional chain-of-command, Dr. Harding went on 

to earn the MM and PhD in Composition at Michigan State University, working primarily with Gillingham's 

teacher Jere Hutcheson (himself a student of the incomparable H. Owen Reed). Performing remained a 

strong interest for Harding while at MSU, and he studied traditional percussion with Mark Johnson as well as 

swing drumset and Afro-Cuban percussion with former Sun Ra and Max Roach percussionist Francisco Mora 

Catlett. 

A 3-year graduate assistantship in aural skills ignited Dr. Harding's passion for teaching, and he stepped 

into his current position at CMU while completing his last year of doctoral work in 1998. As a member of 71 
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the CMU School of Music faculty, Dr. Harding teaches in the core theory/ aural skills area, coordinating 

the ear-training curriculum and working privately with composition majors. He also teaches jazz history, 

music appreciation and world music as part of the university-wide liberal arts regimen. Dr. Harding's 

commitment to teaching was acknowledged with a nomination for the 2004-2005 Excellence in Teaching 

Award, where he ended as a finalist. 

As a composer Dr. Harding works consistently with small chamber ensembles, writing music of intricate 

playfulness, knotted interwoven lines and excellent craftsmanship. He has accepted commissions from 

colleagues both at CMU and across the country, resulting in the creation of works like Four Short Dances, 

Episode I for Clarinet and Electronic Accompaniment, Duo Concertante, Birdsong and the forthcoming 

Cork Pine Suite. Dr. Harding's love of percussion is evident in the pounding rhythms of Taiko, Thunder 

On The Bay and The Summoning Of Katakhanes, as well as in the somber, lyrical strains of his homage 

to Robert Hohner entitled Eulogy. His music is published by C. Alan Publications of Greensboro NC and 

Dorn Publications of Medford MA. 

TAYLOE HARDING became Dean of the School of Music at University of South Carolina on July 1, 2005. 

He also served, from 2003-5 as Composer-in-Residence for the Valdosta (GA) Symphony Orchestra. He 

was most recently the Head of the Department of Music, Professor of Music, and Chief Advancement Of

ficer for the Arts at Valdosta State University (VSU) as well as serving as Executive Director of the Val

do_sta Symphony Orchestra. He has previously served in faculty and administrative capacities at North 

Dakota State University, Virginia Commonwealth University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and Geor

gia State University. 

Dr. Harding's works have received performances throughout the United States, Canada and on six conti

nents. He has received grants for new works and premiers from Meet the Composer, the National Endow

ment for the Arts, Lila Wallace-Readers' Digest Foundation, Philip Morris, Inc., and a variety of state and 

local agencies in Florida, Georgia, Virginia, Wisconsin, Illinois, Kentucky, Minnesota, and North Dakota. 

Commissions for his new works have been received from Thamyris, the Atlanta Winds, the African-Ameri

can Philharmonic Orchestra, the Atlanta Community Orchestra, the Fernbank Museum of Natural History, 

the Chicago Saxophone Quartet, the Gainesville (FL) Civic Orchestra, Chorus and Ballet, and from numer

ous individuals and Universities. His has been a fellow of the Ragdale and UCROSS Foundations, as well 

as of the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, the Hambidge Center for the Arts, and the Atlantic Center 

for the Arts. A member of ASCAP, his works are published by Mareba Music, and Collected Editions, Ltd. 

He is currently serving as Immediate-Past President of the College Music Society, the nation's only com

prehensive professional and scholarly membership organization in music in higher education has been 

active in many national and international organizations most recently the Society of Composers, Inc. and 

the National Associations of Schools of Music. 

Dr. Harding and his wife Christine Carere Harding are very proud of their family, including children 

Maryel, Maddie, Chase, Mimi and Grace. 

LEE HARTMAN is currently pursuing a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in composition and a Master of Music 

in music history and literature from the University of Missouri: Kansas City where he also serves as the 

Assistant Director of Musica Nova and teaches a variety of composition classes. He received a Dean's 

Scholar position from the University of Delaware enabling him to pursue an individually-designed aca

demic program combining music education and composition. Numerous ensembles including the California 
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E.A.R. Unit, Schlaginstrumentengruppe, UMKC Wind Ensemble, itch, Pittsburg State University Percussion 

Ensemble, Rice University Percussion Ensemble, Muska Nova, and Still Breathing have performed his works. 

Notable performances have taken place at the Brevard Music Center, Schlern International Music Festival, 

Kansas City Fringe Festival, and at the National, National Student, and Regional levels by the Society of 

Composers. Mr. Hartman's primary composition teachers include James Mobberley, Zhou Long, Chen Yi, 

Paul Rudy, and Jennifer Margaret Barker. 

BRANDON HENDRIX received his bachelor of music degree from Southeastern Oklahoma State University 

and his Master of Music degree in composition from the University of Oklahoma. His composition teachers 

include Jason Bahr, Kenneth Fuchs, and Donald Grantham. He is currently pursuing a Doctor of Musical Arts 

degree at the University of Texas at Austin. 

His music has been performed across the United States by a wide variety of performers and ensembles. 

His music has been (or will be) performed at several SCI conferences, including those held at Arizona State 

University (Tempe), Middle Tennessee State University (Murfreesboro), and Central Missouri State University 

(Warrensburg). In 2004, his Caricature was premiered by the University of Oklahoma Symphony Orches

tra. His composition Anniversary Portrait will be released on a recording of new music for trumpet later 

this spring. 

He has received numerous awards for his music, including the John Kirkpatrick Award in Music Composition 

(2004), and he was the winner of the Solo String Music Competition at the University of Texas at Austin 

(2006). Hendrix is a member of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers, and the Soci

ety of Composers, Inc. His music is noted for its rhythmic excitement and eloquent lyricism. 

JEFFREY HOOVER'S compositions - ranging from music for soloist to symphony orchestra - have received 

recognition through the prestigious Trieste prize, awards from Mu Phi Epsilon, the Lancaster Fine Arts Festi

val, grants, publications, fellowships and over 20 commissions. He is a member of the ACME roster of Mu 

Phi Epsilon, in recognition for outstanding achievement as a composer. 

Born on September 11, 1959 in Anderson, Indiana, Hoover holds a Ph.D. in Fine Arts (Composition and In

terdisciplinary Fine Arts) from Texas Tech University, as well as a M.M. in Composition and Musicology and 

Bch.Sc. in Music Education from Ball State University. He is the Associate Dean of Arts and Communication 

at Illinois Central College. 

DANIEL HOUGLUM is currently a graduate teaching assistant at Northern Illinois University School of Music. 

His undergraduate study at Gonzaga University in Spokane, Washington included music education, p iano 

performance, and composition. Beginning his compositional work with Fr. Kevin Waters, S.J. of GU, Daniel 

now studies with Dr. Robert Fleisher of NIU. Daniel also teaches piano in the NIU Community School of the 

Arts and continues his classical and jazz piano studies. 

JAE EUN JUNG is currently a doctoral student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She re

ceived her bachelor's and master's degree in music theory at Ewha Women's University where the master's 

thesis was on the analysis of Gabriel Faure's Requiem Op. 48. She also received a master's degree in 

composition at San Diego State University with a full two-year scholarship under Dr. David Ward-Stein

man's supervision. Her primary teachers have been Hong In Kim for Music Theory, David Ward-Steinman, 

Stephen Andrew Taylor, Keeril Makan, Heinrich K. Taube and Erik Lund for composition, Scott Wyatt for 
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electro-acoustic music, and Hyo Sun Na and William Heiles for piano. She has been actively partici

pating in various musical events both inside and outside campus. Recently, her piano solo piece One of 

The •• • was performed for the 2006 Midwest Composers Forum in Illinois and ensemble piece One Day for 

the 4th Annual Festival of Contemporary Music in California which has been also selected as one of the 

winning compositions to be recorded in Europe with the Kiev Philharmonic & in Prague with the Prague 

Radio Orchestra and Czech Philharmonic and included in the ninth volume of ERM Media's series "Master

works of the New Era." 

RALPH S. KENDRICK (b l 972) has had his works performed throughout the United States and in Germany, 

Switzerland, Italy, and the Czech Republic by groups such as the South Dakota Symphony Wind Quin-

tet, the Indiana University Contemporary Chorale, the Quodlibet Quintet, Chorale Midwest, the College 

Street String Quartet, the Petrella Ensemble, the Iowa City Symphonic Orchestra, and the University of 

Minnesota Brass Choir. Kendrick has received commissions from several organizations - including the Iowa 

Composers Forum, Northwestern College and the Iowa Arts Council. He has completed 39 compositions in 

a variety of genres, including works for orchestra, choir, chamber groups, and solo musicians. His works 

have been featured at national and regional Society of Composers (SCI) festivals and at several Midwest 

Composer Symposiums. 

The composer has received numerous accolades for his compositional work including l st prize in the 2005 

Iowa Composers Forum Excellence in Chamber Music Competition, l st prize in the 2006 Marilynn Etzel 

Piano Commission Competition; 2nd prize in the l 993 national Music Teacher's National Association com

position contest, and the University of Iowa's Pelzer fellowship, awarded annually to the graduate student 

whose body of work is considered the most outstanding by the composition faculty. Recently, the compos

er's choral work Dearest Jesus: Reflections was featured as an 'Unpublished Gem' at an American Choral 

Director's Association convention in Boston. 

Kendrick is currently the Chairman of the Board of Directors for the Iowa Composers Forum and lives in 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa with his wife Lynne and their two children, Zachary and Ashley. 

MATTHEW LANIER grew up in Northern Indiana where he began studying composition, voice, and bas

soon at an early age. He continued his education at Butler University where he received the Bachelor of 

Arts in Music History. He then received the Master of Music in Voice Performance from the University of 

Maine where he also studied composition. Matthew returned to Indianapolis to do further composition 

studies at Butler University where he earned the Master of Music in Composition. Currently, he is a doc

toral student in Theory /Composition at Ball State University. Matthew has studied with Michael Schelle, 

James Q. Mullholland, Frank Felice, and Beth Wiemann and taken master classes and lessons with Elliott 

Schwartz, James Mobberley, Hayes Biggs, Phillip Schroeder, and Paul Chihara. 

YOUNG Ml LEE, born in Seoul, Korea, started piano at the age of six and composition at age sixteen. 

Lee studied at Seoul National University in Korea earning a Bachelor of Arts degree in music composi

tion and a Master of Education degree in Music Education. She taught music at several middle schools in 

Seoul and later lectured on a music course at the Chongshin Institute of the Arts in Seoul. She is currently 

studying at The Ohio State University for her doctoral degree in music composition with Jan Radzynski, 

Donald Harris and Thomas Wells. She has been interested in contemporary chamber music; her works 

include several computerized pieces, some of them were commissioned. Recently, she participated in the 

Music06 festival in Cincinnati where her Piano Trio was premiered. 
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CARLETON MACY (b. 1944) is a composer of works ranging from vocal and orchestral to jazz and music for 

non-western instruments. Macy's music often integrates a variety of historical and ethnic stylistic influences. 

His compositions have been performed throughout the US, in Europe and Asia, and are recorded on IN

NOVA, DAPHENO, ACCESS RECORDS, aca Digital Recordings, and Latvian Radio. 

Macy's Composition teachers have included William Bergsma, Robert Suderberg, and Donal Michalsky. 

Macy is Professor of Music at Macalester College where he has taught since 1978. He teaches Music 

Theory and Composition, and directs the Collegium Musicum. Dr. Macy has an active interest in Non-West

ern music, presently serving as Artistic Director, conductor and performer with the Minnesota Chinese Music 

Ensemble and a drummer with the Macalester Highland Pipe Band. 

SAMUEL MAGRILL is Assistant to the Director of the School of Music and Composer-in-Residence at the Uni

versity of Central Oklahoma. He received a Bachelor of Music in Composition from Oberlin Conservatory 

and a Master's and Doctorate from the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana. His composition teachers 

have included Ramiro Cortes, Joseph Wood, Randolph 

Coleman, Ben Johnston, Edwin London, Herbert BrUn and Kenneth Gaburo. 

Magrill has written more than eighty compositions for a variety of instruments, from solo piano and cham

ber music to choir, wind ensemble, symphony orchestra and four one act operas. His music has been heard 

throughout the United States, Russia, Australia, Germany and Chennai, 

India, as well as at meetings of the National Flute Association, the College Music Society, SCI (Society of 

Composers, Inc.), SEAMUS (the Society for Electro-Acoustic Music in the United States) and CBDNA (College 

Band Directors National Association). He has received numerous awards and commissions, including ones 

from the National Endowment for the Arts, the American Music Center, the Mid-America Arts Alliance, the 

Illinois Arts Council, ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers), the Oklahoma Music 

Teachers' Association, the American Composers' Forum's Continental Harmony Program and faculty research 

grants and merit credit awards from the University of Central Oklahoma. 

DAVID MAKi has degrees in composition from Northern Illinois University (B.Mus.), the University of Iowa 

(M.A.), and the University of Michigan (D.M.A.), where he was a Regents Fellow. His composition teachers 

include Jan Bach, David Gompper, Bright Sheng and Michael Daugherty, while his piano teachers include 

Donald Walker and Logan Skelton. His music has been performed by ensembles such as the University of 

Iowa Center For New Music, Brave New Works, Prime Directive, and the Indiana University Contemporary 

Vocal Ensemble. Currently, he is at work on a commission from the University of Iowa for a concert by the 

Center For New Music in commemoration of the 1 OOth anniversary of the School of Music. Maki also is 

active as a performer of new music and with pianist Ashlee Mack, is planning a concert tour featuring new 

works for two pianos. He is currently an assistant professor of composition and theory at Northern Illinois 

University. 

LIVIU MARINESCU's works have received recognition in the major festivals of new music in the U.S., Canada, 

France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, The Netherlands, Czech Republic, South Africa, and Romania. His music 

has been performed by world class orchestras and ensembles, including Cleveland Chamber Symphony, 

Bohuslav Martinu Philharmonic, Orchestra 2001, the National Radio and the Music Academy orchestras in 

Bucharest, as well as the 20th Century Consort, North-South Consonance, and Archaeus Ensemble. In addition 

to orchestral and chamber works, he has also written music for films and plays, produced by the Concordia 

College, Little Country Theatre, Bucharest Academy of Theatre & Film, Romanian National Television, Not

tara Theatre, and Antract Theatre Company in Bucharest. 
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A graduate of University of Maryland (DMA in composition), Cleveland State University (MM), and the 

Bucharest Music Academy (BM), Liviu Marinescu has studied with distinguished composers in Europe and 

the United States, including Lawrence Moss, Edwin London, and Adrian lorgulescu. He has taught a wide 

range of music courses at Concordia College, MN, West Chester University, PA, University of Maryland, 

and Cleveland State University. 

Since his 2002 appointment as coordinator of music composition and theory at California State University 

Northridge, Dr. Marinescu has received three ASCAP awards, and a commission from the Fromm Music 

Foundation at Harvard University to write a cello concerto. Upcoming performances of his music will take 

place in Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Paris, as well as throughout Switzerland and Romania. 

BRENDAN MCCONVILLE, originally from Centerville, IA, has crafted music for an array of contemporary 

ensembles including chamber, orchestral, theater, choral and percussion works. His undergraduate stud

ies were at the Johns Hopkins University and the Peabody Conservatory of Music, and he is currently a 

doctoral student in music theory and composition at Rutgers University where he has studied with Charles 

Wuorinen and Gerald Chenoweth. Among the many ensembles that have performed and/or recorded 

his music include the Kiev Philharmonic Orchestra, the Symphonic Orchestra of Lviv (Ukraine), the Rutgers 

University Symphony Orchestra, Helix! New Music Ensemble, Rutgers Sinfonia Orchestra, Witness Theatre 

(Baltimore, MD), and at the New York City Library's "Meet the Composer" concert series. He was also an 

active member of the BMI Musical Theatre Workshop in New York, composing and collaborating on vari

ous musical projects under the guidance of Maury Yeston. His new orchestral work, Fanfara all'Alba, was 

recently commissioned and performed for the 7th Annual European Festival of the Ouchi d'Acquaviva in 

Atri, Italy. 

MIKE MCFERRON is an associate professor of music and composer-in-residence at Lewis University in the 

Chicago area. He has been on the faculty of UMKC and the Kansas City Kansas Community College, and 

he has served as resident composer at the Chamber Music Conference of the East/Composers' Forum in 

Bennington, Vt. Mcferron is founder and co-director of Electronic Music Midwest. 

McFerron's music has received critical acclaim and recognition. Perspectives for orchestra was awarded 

first prize in the Louisville Orchestra Composition Competition (2002), was a recipient of the Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra's "First Hearing" Program (2001 ), was awarded an honorable distinction in the Mas

terprize International Composition Competition (2003), and an honorable mention in the Rudolf Nissim 

Prize (2001 ). Mcferron was chosen the winner of the Cantus Commissioning/Residency Program (2003), 

and he was a recipient of the 2005 CCF Abelson Art Song Commission. His music was a finalist in the 

1st International Electroacoustic Music Contest CEMJKO (2006), the 2004 Confluencias Electronic Minia

tures II International Competition, the 2005 Truman State/MACRO Composition Competition, the 2005 

American Modern Ensemble Composition Competition, the 2002 Swan Composition Competition, the 1 999 

Salvatore Martirano Composition Contest, and the 1997 South Bay Master Chorale Choral Composition 

Contest. Mcferron has been a composers fellow at the MacDowell Colony (2001 ), June in Buffalo (1997), 

and the Chamber Music Conference of the East/Composers' Forum in Bennington, Vt (1999). His music 

has been featured on SCI National Conferences, SEAMUS National Conferences, the International Com

puter Music Conference (ICMC), University of Richmond's 3rd Practice Festival, Spark Conference, Annual 

Florida Electroacoustic Music Festivals, Spring in Havanna, the MAVerick Festival, several SCI regional 

conferences, and concerts and radio broadcasts across the U.S. and throughout Europe. He has received 

commissions from Cantus, SUNY-Oswego, GeNIA, the Chamber Music Conference of the East/Compos

ers' Forum, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in KansasCity, Jesus Florido, Thomas Clement, Lewis University, 

Sumner Academy of Arts and Science, and three times by the Metropolitan Youth Symphony Orchestra. 
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McFerron's music can be heard on numerous commercial CDs as well as on his website at http://www.big

composer.com. 

JUSTIN MERRITT (bn.1975) teaches composition at St. Olaf College. He was the youngest-ever winner of 

the ASCAP Foundation/Rudolph Nissim award in 2001 for Janus Mask for Orchestra. In addition, he has 

won many other awards including the 2004 New Music North selection, 2002 Indianapolis Symphony Or

chestra New Music Selection, 2001 Kuttner String Quartet Competition, and the 2000 Left Coast Chamber 

Ensemble Composition Competition Award. Merritt's works include music for chamber groups, orchestra, bal

let, and opera. He has worked as composer and musical director in dozens of theater productions, ranging 

from Shakespear_e to Dada. 

Merritt earned his D.M. from Indiana University where he studied composition with Samuel Adler, Sven-Da

vid Sandstrom, Don Freund, Claude Baker, and electronic and computer music with Jeffrey Hass. 

ZANE MERRITT (b. 1985) is currently a senior at Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa majoring in music with an 

emphasis in guitar performance, studying with Jaime Guiscafre. He also studies composition with Dr. Amy 

Dunker. He has participated in master classes with Lorenzo Micheli, Mateo Mela, Arthur Kampela and Dan 

Cosley, and has played solo guitar at the Society of Composers Incorporated Festival and the National Gui

tar Workshop. Merritt is a member of the Clarke College Wind Ensemble, the Clarke Collegiate Singers, 

and has performed chamber music written for the guitar at the National Guitar Workshop and in the Clarke 

College New Music Ensemble. As a member of ASCAP and the Iowa Composer's Forum, his works, including 

Macrocosm for Wind Ensemble and Homage to Giacinto Scelsi for Wind Trio, have been performed by the 

Clarke Collegiate Singers, the Clarke College Wind Ensemble, and the Clarke College Jazz Band. 

JASON MLYNEK is currently a sophomore music composition major at Ball State University where he stud

ies with Dr. Jody Nagel. Since studying with Dr. Nagel Jason has completed many works in multiple genres 

such as stage, choral, solo guitar, accompanied voice, brass quintet, and solo piano. His primary interest lies 

in stage music and is currently working on his second show "Tea" with friend Rex Maze II. Their first show, 

an operetta called "The Great, Great Sea!" is quickly gaining supporters and is in review for performance 

by several theatres. Jason is thrilled to have his song cycle "Songs of the Immortal" performed at the SCI 

Region V Conference! 

SEAN MOONEY is a junior computer science and mathematics major and music minor at Clarke College in 

Dubuque IA. He has been fascinated by fractal geometry for many years and has been experimenting 

with combining fractal geometry with music. To date, he has produced two fractal pieces, one based on the 

Mandelbrot set and one based on the Julia set. 

Ohio University professor MARK PHILLIPS won the 1988 Barlow International Competition for Orchestral 

Music. In 2004 he premiered Turning Two Hundred, a 50-minute commissioned work for orchestra, jazz 

band, drum corps, handbell choir, electronic music, eight instrumental soloists, video, and dance. Commis

sioned for a 2005 premiere in Memphis, his Dreams Interrupted has received subsequent performances in 

Pittsburgh, Duluth, and Athens (Ohio). After a national competition last year, Pi Kappa Lambda commis

sioned a chamber work from Phillips, which led to twin premieres of Bushwhacked! in San Antonio last Sep

tember at the national conferences of both PKL and SCI. His music has received hundreds of performances 

throughout the world -including over 40 orchestra performances by groups such as the St. Louis Symphony 

Orchestra and the Cleveland Orchestra - and has been recorded by Richard Stoltzman and the Warsaw 

Philharmonic Orchestra, the Lark Quartet, and several solo artists. 77 
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After a relatively short career as a mechanical engineer, MICHAEL POUNDS turned his energies toward 

composition, studying at Bowling Green State University, Ball State University, the University of Birming

ham in England, and the University of Illinois, where he completed his doctorate. He studied electroacous

tic composition with Jonty Harrison, Scott Wyatt, Guy Garnett, Cleve Scott, Jody Nagel, and Burton Beer

man. His awards include the 1998 ASCAP /SEAMUS Student Commission Award, a Residence Prize at the 

25th Bourges International Electroacoustic Music Competition, and a Rotary Foundation Ambassadorial 

Scholarship for studies in England. His music has been performed throughout the United States and in 

Canada, Mexico, England, France, Spain, Austria, Korea, Australia and New Zealand. He was a co-host 

of the 2005 national conference of the Society for Electro-Acoustic Music in the U.S. (SEAMUS). Michael 

is currently Coordinator of the Music Technology program at Ball State University. 

JAMES ROMIG studied at the University of Iowa and Rutgers University, where he earned a Ph.D. under 

the tutelage of Charles Wuorinen and Milton Babbitt. His works have been performed throughout the 

United States, Europe, and Asia. Recent guest composer visits include Northwestern University, Columbia 

University, the University of Illinois, the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory, and The Juilliard 

School. He is currently on faculty at Western Illinois University. 

CHARLES SAVAGE, a graduate of Ohio Valley College, Harding Univ., with a B. A. in Music Education, 

Ohio University with a M. M. in Music Ed., and in Music Theory and Composition. Charles has been Instruc

tor of Music at Ohio University- Zanesville in 1998, and has conducted the OUZ Choral Union since 2000. 

He teaches music theory, history, and class voice. 

As a singer, has performed with the Zanesville Memorial Band, Zanesville Community Theatre, Zanesville 

Civic Chorus, and some of the areas churches. He has given voice recitals at Muskingum College and has 

been active as a church musician for more than 34 years. 

As a composer, he has written compositions, in various forms, including incidental music for several theatri

cal productions at the Zanesville Community Theatre. His Time Works was featured music for Eye of the 

Elk/ Ohio Bicentennial Art Show), Shakespeare Music, Set 1, won a prize at the Zanesville Arts Center. 

His Clarinet/ Saxophone duet, Mad Rush to the End, was performed at the SOC Region 6 Conference, 

2004, SCI Region 5 in November, 2005, and is featured on the internet. He recently conducted his Psalm 

l 17 and his Psalm l 50 at Ohio University - Zanesville. Savage received a commission for Requiem for 

Whispered Voices, which received performances in January and April of 2006, and his Four Fanfares for 

OUZ was part of the Ohio University - Zanesville 60th anniversary celebration. 

Savage has been recently involved in the OUZ Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA) summer arts camp, for 

the talented and gifted of Southern Ohio, within a five county area. He served as the composer /choir 

director for the past two years. 

Savage has been named in the Ohio Magazine for "Education in Excellence" award in 2006. He is a 

member of ASCAP, and a lifetime member of Society of Composer, Inc. 

A native of Long Island, New York, MATTHEW SCHILDT received a bachelor's degree in Music Technology 

and Music Composition from Lebanon Valley College and his Masters and Ph.D. in Music Theory /Composi

tion from Kent State University. At Adams State College in Alamosa, Colorado, Matthew teaches Music 

Theory, Composition, Aural Skills, and Music Technology. He has taught Music Theory, Piano, American 
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Music, and Music Technology courses at Kent State University, Hiram College, and the University of Akron. 

An active composer, Matthew has written works for a variety of ensembles. His composition Drift for string 

orchestra received the Kent State University Creative Arts Award in 2002. In 2003 Matthew completed 

Simplicity, a CD of original compositions that has been played on 91.3 FM in Akron, Ohio and 89.9 FM in 

Greensboro, North Carolina. His composition instructors include Frank Wiley, Scott Eggert, Paul Barsom, and 

Thomas Janson. As a violist, Matthew has performed in numerous orchestras and chamber groups as well as 

in various folk, jazz, and rock groups on viola, violin, and piano. He has presented on diverse topics at vari

ous music conferences, including the International Conference on Twentieth-Century Music in Brighton, UK. He 

received awards for best graduate student presentation at the College Music Society, Great Lakes Chapter 

Conference and the Southwest/Texas Popular Culture/ American Culture Association Conference. 

Winner of the 1999 Beams Prize, CARL SCHIMMEL has received honors and awards from many organiza

tions including the MacDowell Colony, the -Atlantic Center for the Arts, the Seoul International Composition 

Competition, the Left Coast Chamber Ensemble, the National Federation of Music Clubs, the New York Youth 

Symphony, SCI, and ASCAP. His works have been performed throughout the United States, from Alaska to 

Rhode Island, as well as in Canada, Japan, Korea, and the Netherlands. He has received performances and 

commissions from the California EAR Unit, saxophonist Taimur Sullivan, bass clarinetist Henri Bok, North/South 

Consonance, the University of North Carolina Wind Ensemble, Cross Sound Music Festival, and others. A 

graduate of Case Western Reserve University (B.A., Mathematics and Music) and the Yale School of Music 

(M.M. Music Composition), he has twice attended the Aspen School of Music and is currently in his fifth year 

in the Music Composition doctoral program at Duke University. 

GREG A STEINKE ( 1942 - ) Former Chair, Departments of Art and Music, (The Joseph Naumes Endowed 

Chair in Music), also Associate Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Marylhurst University, Marylhurst, Oregon 

(now retired, 6/15/01 ); Associate Director, Ernest Bloch Music Festival ('93-97) and Director, Composers 

Symposium ('90-97) (Newport, OR); Former Dean, College of Fine 

Arts, Professor of Music, Millikin University, Decatur, Illinois; Director of School of Music, Professor of Music 

(composition/theory), former member of Musical Arts Quintet (oboe), Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana; 

Professor of Music (composition/oboe), Assistant Director of School of Music, University of Arizona, Tucson, 

Arizona; Professor of Music (composition/theory), Chairman of Music Department, San Diego State Univer

sity, San Diego, California; and Professor of Music (oboe, theory /composition), Director of School of Music, 

University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. Michigan born. B.M. '64, Oberlin Conservatory; M.M. '67, Michigan 

State University; M.F.A. '71, University of Iowa; Ph.D. '76, Michigan State University. Composition study with 

Joseph Wood, H. Owen Reed, Richard Hervig, Paul Harder and Lawrence Moss. Also former Professor of 

Music and Chairman of Music Department, Linfleld College, McMinnville, Oregon, and former faculty mem

ber at The Evergreen State College, California State University, Northridge, University of Maryland. Former 

musical director of the 20th Century Chamber Ensemble at the University of Maryland and the New Musical 

Arts Ensemble at Michigan State University; former member of the Winnipeg Symphony (First Oboe), Uni

versity of Iowa Woodwind Quintet, Northwest Wind Quintet and New Art Players, University of Maryland 

Woodwind Quintet and Maryland Chamber Ensemble, the National Gallery of Art Orchestra, Tacoma Sym

phony, Woodwind Conspiracy of Portland, Arizona Opera (First Oboe), and Flagstaff Symphony. Currently 

active as a composer of chamber and large ensemble music with many published works and as an oboe 

soloist, specializing in contemporary music for oboe. 

Awards from the Michigan Federation of Music Clubs, BMI and ASCAP; grants from the University of Mary

land Creative and Performing Arts Grants, the Faculty and Research Committee Award, California State 
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University, Northridge, Linfield College Summer Research Grants Program (2), the University of Idaho 

Research Council, Arizona Arts Commission Artist Special Project Grant, The University of Arizona Fine 

Arts Incentive Grant, Tucson/Pima Arts Council Music Composition Fellowship, and Ball State University 

Provost's "Green for Green" Committee Grant. Winner - '79 University of Louisville First International 

Composition Contest. Honorable Mention - '92 "Connie Weldon" Tuba-Euphonium Composition Contest. 

First Prize - '94 Bergen Festival Composers' Competition. Finalist (of 4) - '96 Vandoren International 

Composition Contest. Winner, Solo Contrabassoon and Piano Category - '00 5th Composers Competi

tion "The Bass Nightingale." Finalist (of 4)- '01 Seoul International Composers Competition. Winner of 

Delta Omicron International Music Fraternity Composition Competition, '03. Honorable Mention - '02 

"Britten-on-the-Bay" Composition Competition Series XIII (Saxophone Quartet). Special Mention - '03 

USA International Harp Competition (Solo Harp). Finalist/Winner - '04 of COMA Open Score Project in 

England (Generic Quartet). Honorable Mention -'05, VIII International Composition Competition of the 

Corfu Festival (Guitar). 

DAVID VAYO (b. 1957) is Professor and head of the composition department at Illinois Wesleyan Univer

sity, where he teaches composition and contemporary music and coordinates the Symposium of Contem

porary Music and the New Music Cafe concert series. Vayo has also 

taught at Connecticut College and the National University of Costa Rica. He holds an A.Mus.D. in Com

position from The University of Michigan, where his principal teachers were Leslie Bassett and William 

Bolcom; his M. Mus. and B. Mus. degrees are from Indiana University, where he studied with Frederick Fox 

and Juan Orrego-Salas. 

Vayo has received awards and commissions from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, 

ASCAP, the Koussevitzky Music Foundations, the Barlow Endowment for Music Composition, the American 

Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters, the American Music Center, the National Association of College 

Wind and Percussion Instructors, and the Illinois Council for the Arts, and has been granted numerous art

ists' colony residencies. Over three hundred performances and broadcasts of his compositions have taken 

place, including recent performances in Mexico, Japan, the Netherlands, Finland, and France and at 

Northwestern University, the Cleveland Institute of Music and CalArts. Festivals which have programmed 

his work include the International Trombone Festival, the International Double Reed Festival, the Grand 

Teton Music Festival, and two World Music Days of the International Society for Contemporary Music. 

Vayo's Symphony: Blossoms and Awakenings has been performed four times by the St. Louis Symphony 

under Leonard Slatkin. His compositions are published by A. M. Percussion Publications and the Inter-

national Trombone Association Press. 

CHRISTEL VINOT has been studying musical composition for five years and cello for nine years. She is a 

music composition major in her junior year at Clayton State University, receiving private instruction in com

position from Dr. Chris Arrell, and cello performance from Nan Kemberling. Vinet has had performances 

of her works in Spivey Hall and other vicinities by both professional and student musicians. While attend

ing Lovejoy High school, Christel studied composition and performance with Dr. Richard Bell. During her 

senior year, Christel was awarded third place in the Georgia PTA "Reflections Musical Composition Com

petition". Vinet is currently a member of the Southern Crescent Symphony Orchestra under the direction 

of Dr. Richard Bell. Previous cello instructors and ensemble coaches include Eunice Kang, Jennifer Floyd, 

Shelly Phillips, and Altovise Gipson. 

BRIAN VLASAK (b. l 979) received both his B. Mus. and M. Mus. from the Crane School of Music at SUNY 

Potsdam, where he studied composition with David Heinick, Paul Siskind, and Paul Steinberg. He is cur-
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rently a doctoral student in composition, taking lessons with David Gompper and teaching Musicianship Ill. 

In addition to composing and teaching, Mr. Vlasak has recently discovered a love for conducting, having 

directed two of his own works, a world premiere of a chamber work by George Hufnagl, and a fully staged 

operatic production whose realization almost moved the reviewer "to tears." 

Brian's music has received local and national awards ranging from a composition fellowship at the University 

of Iowa to various awards from ASCAP. He has had the good fortune of having his music presented at the 

2007 SCI Regional V Conference, the 2005 SCI Student National Conference and the 2005 ACDFA North

east Regional Conference. 

WILLIAM VOLLINGER is primarily a composer of vocal music, performed by groups such as the Gregg Smith 

Singers and New York Vocal Arts Ensemble, whose performance of his "Three Songs About the Resurrection" 

won first prize at the Geneva International Competition. "The Violinist in the Mall" won the 2005 Friends 

and Enemies of New Music competition. "Sound Portraits", recorded by Capstone, features soprano Linda 

Ferreira, including "The Child in the Hole", the true story of a Jewish boy who was hidden for three years 

during the Holocaust. It was selected for the 2003 Contemporary Music Festival in Kearney, Nebraska, and 

the 2004 Society of Composers National Conference. Tennessee Technological University presented an entire 

concert of his music. His works have been performed and broadcast in Europe, United States, and Asia. NPR 

devoted an hour program to his music. He is published by Lawson-Gould, Laurendale, and Heritage, with 

four pieces featured as editor's choices in the Pepper Catalogue. 

Writing in "Fanfare" (December 2003), Raymond Beegle writes, "I have known his work for years and be

lieve, after much consideration, that there is genius in it. With astonishing depth and clarity, Vollinger brings 

his subjects to life. One finds a new musical language, not born out of a desire to be new, but a desire to be 

clear and to tell the truth. With all it's freshness, it is rooted in our past traditions, felicitously circumventing all 

the chaos, all the attitudinizing, and intellectualizing, and publicizing, that litter the present musical horizon." 

CHRISTOPHER M. WICKS holds an M.Mus. in composition from the University of Montreal, a M.Mus. in or

gan from the University of Oregon, and a BA in Music, concentration composition, from Marylhurst College 

near Portland, Ore. He serves as organist for two of the churches in Salem, Ore., plays in a chamber group 

called "I Sonatori" ("The Players"), and is a Colleague of the American Guild of Organists. His music has 

been played in nine American states, one Canadian province, and three European countries. 
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STEPHEN AHEARN is currently Principal Clarinet of the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra, and is pursuing a Performer's 

Certificate through the Leonard Sorkin Institute of Chamber Music at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee with Todd 

Levy. Stephen is an active performer and teacher and appears regularly as a guest with the Milwaukee Symphony 

Orchestra and the Santa Fe Opera Orchestra. He has also performed original works for chamber ensemble in New 
York City, Athens, Greece and Milan, Italy. In addition to Todd Levy, Stephen's teachers include Ricardo Morales and 

David Weber. He holds a Master of Music from UWM and a Bachelor of Arts in Music and Biology from the Univer

sity of Richmond. 

BRITTANY LYNN BASTIAN, is a sophomore Clarinet and Music Education major at Clarke College. She currently per
forms in the Clarke College New Music Ensemble, Clarinet Quartet, and Wind Ensemble. 

CHARLES BARLAND was appointed Assistant Professor of Music at the University of Dubuque in February 2003. His 

duties include serving as department chair, conducting the University of Dubuque Concert Choir; teaching courses in 

general music studies; serving as organist for college events and seminary worship services; teaching applied lessons; -

developing curriculum within the music department; working with admissions to recruit students for the choir; and work
ing with advancement to raise funds for the music program. Prior to assuming this position, Dr. Berland was an adjunct 

faculty member at the University of Dubuque and Loras College and was minister of music at Holy Trinity Lutheran 

Church in Dubuque. 

A native of Eau Claire, Wisconsin, Charles Berland earned the Bachelor of Arts degree at Carroll College, Waukesha, 
Wisconsin, the Master of Arts degree at the University of Iowa and the Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the University 

of Kansas. He has studied organ with Phyllis Stringham, Delbert Disselhorst, James Higdon, Delores Bruch, and Mi

chael Bauer. His choral mentors include Mark Aamot, William Hatcher, Richard Bloesch, and Simon Carrington. 

As a graduate student, Berland taught music theory, aural skills, and keyboard courses at the University of Iowa and 

the University of Kansas, winning the award for outstanding graduate teaching assistant at KU. In 1999, he was 
honored by Carroll College when selected as the first recipient of the G.O.L.D. (Graduate of the Last Decade} award 

for achievements during the first decade after graduation. His most recent honor was being named the University of 
Dubuque's 2005-2006 Faculty of the Year. 

In addition to his duties at the University of Dubuque, he is an active member of the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra 
Board, serving on the artistic advisory committee and the education committee and is Sub-Dean of the Dubuque Chap
ter of the American Guild of Organists. He serves as an organist at St. Luke's United Methodist Church in Dubuque 

and First English Lutheran Church in Platteville, WI, and is a volunteer in the Big Brothers program in Dubuque. 

Principal horn MATTHEW BEECHER is in his third season with the DSO this year. He received his doctorate this Decem
ber at UW-Madison, studying horn with Douglas Hill and Orchestral Conducting with David Becker. Matthew earned 
his Master of Music in horn performance from UW-Madison and his Bachelor of Arts from the University of Roches
ter. In addition to his teaching privately, Matthew is the conductor and co-founder of the Wisconsin Youth Symphony 

Orchestra's enCORe youth horn choir program. 

MATT BOLEYN is a 2004 graduate of Hempstead High School in Dubuque, IA. During his high school years, he re
ceived several division I ratings at the Iowa High School Music Association's Solo and Ensemble contest both in solo and 
ensemble performances. He held the position of principal flute in Hempstead's concert band, orchestra, and advanced 

wind ensemble both his junior and senior years and was the Drum Major of the Mustang Marching Band for three 

years. 

Matt currently attends Clarke College in Dubuque, IA and is perusing a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Business Administration 
with an emphasis in Management and a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Music. He recently sat principal flute at the Iowa Col

legiate Honor Band in Ames, Iowa in November 2006. During his sophomore year, he was a production intern with the 
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Dubuque Symphony Orchestra. Later that year, he signed on as the Education Coordinator; a position he still holds 

today. During the summer of 2007 he will be working at IMG Artists Management in New York City as an intern in 

the Conductors and Instrumentalists division. 

Matt has participated in master classes with Tadeu Coelho and studied with Kathleen Camera and Dr. Angeleita 

Floyd. Matt currently studies with published composer and recorded artist Margaret (Peg) Cornils. With plans of 

graduating in December 2008, he wishes to pursue a career in Arts Administration. 

KRISTY BOYSEN is originally from Elkader, Iowa. Kristy is currently a sophomore at Clarke College in Dubuque, 

Iowa where she is pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree with an emphasis in music education. Her major instrument is 

the flute and studies under the direction of Margaret Cornils. 

MICHAEL BRANDENBURG is currently an Aquatic Biology major at Ball State University, and he sings solely for 

pleasure. Despite meeting for one lesson with Mr. Joseph Levitt of Ball State University, he has never had vocal 

lessons. He is, therefore, a self-taught singer who learned to sing by listening to the recordings of various classical 

tenors. Throughout his years in high school, Michael's vocal talent garnered a great deal of attention and, as a 

result, he has received a variety of honors. During his freshman year, he received the Music in the Park's Best Solo

ist award, an award that was not originally going to be given, but was made specifically for him after the judges 

heard him sing. During his junior and senior years, he was the featured vocalist at Eastern Kentucky University's 

Fall Choral Festival. He also participated in ISSMA's state solo and ensemble, where he received a state ranking 

of 1 every time he participated. He is currently unsure as to how music will play a part in his future, but plans to 

continue to singing, if not just for pleasure. 

COURTNEY CAMERON plays principal second violin in the Dubuque Symphony and performs in the violin sections 

of the Cedar Rapids and Des Moines Symphonies. Residing in Tiffin, she is private violin instructor at the Cedar 

Rapids Symphony School. Besides playing violin, Courtney is also an avid runner, entering area road races when 

she doesn't have concerts. She received violin performance degrees from Lawrence University and University of 

Illinois, Champaign-Urbana. 

JOE CAPLOE studied percussion with Stuart Marrs (La Paz, Bolivia) as well as percussion at San Jose State with 

Anthony Cirone ( San Francisco Symphony, University of Indiana), Dan Sabonovich and composer Lou Harrison. He 

attended the California Institute of the Arts where he received a Masters of Fine Arts in 1985 studying world music. 

At Cal Arts Caploe studied with John Bergamo, Ed Mann, Charlie Haden, Neoman Wenten, Taranath Rao, Francis 

Awe and the Ladzekpo Brothers. Upon returning to the Bay Area Caploe lead various groups including Red Alert, 

Cielo with Louie Romero, New World Percussion, the Classic Jazz Quartet and Neck N Neck the band he recorded 

"Hearsay" with, his first release on his own Nextagem CD label. He also found time to work and record with Todd 

Phillips, Tom Taylor, Babatunde Olatunji and African Rain, Darbi Slick, Joe Weed, Smith Dobson, the San Jose Civic 

Light Opera, the San Jose Symphony, Swapan Chauduri and the Ali Akbar Percussion Ensemble, the Ian Dogole 

Unit, Marton Mann, Music Theatre Group of New York and Claudio Amaral among many others. 

In 1 994 Caploe relocated with his family to Nashville, TN and became active in the music scene there. He co-pro

duced "Tenerife Blue", a huge success in Europe on Nextagem featuring Jeff Coffin from Bela Fleck and the Fleck 
Tones on saxes and flutes. While in Nashville Caploe also worked with Chester Thompson, Davido, Al Delory, the 

Nashville Repertory Theater, the General Jackson Band, the Jack Daniel's Band, the John Birdsong Group, Troy & 
Genie Nilson, Som Brasilero and Rare Earth. 

In 1997 Caploe moved to Platteville, WI to accept the position of Director of Percussion and Jazz Studies at the 

University of Wisconsin - Platteville. As Director of Percussion and Jazz Studies Caploe directs the UWP Jazz I Big 

Band, a jazz combo, percussion ensemble, the percussion studio and music technology. His major festival appear

ances include the Monterey Jazz Festival, the San Jose Jazz Festival, the Concord Jazz Festival, Watts Day of the 

Drum Festival, the San Francisco Drum Festival, the America Festival, Tapestry in Talent, the Israel Festival in Jerusa-
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As past President of the Wisconsin Percussive Arts Society, Caploe hosted the WI PAS Days of Percussion in January 

2003 with guests Dr. Frederick Fennell, Hands On 'Semble, Dave Mancini, Jim Sewrey & Scape, the WI PAS Select 

High Symphonic Percussion Ensemble, Anthony Di Sanzo, Payton McDonald and the UW-Platteville Panjammers Steel 

Drum Band. Caploe currently serves as the Principal Percussionist for the nearby Dubuque Symphony Orchestra and is 

demand in the tri-state area as a educator and performer. 

STEVE CHARLSON is a native of Waterloo, Iowa. He began playing the bass at the age of 11 and began playing 

professionally in high school with the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony. Steve studied bass with Eldon Obrecht at the 

University of Iowa, and Stuart Sankey at Indiana University. In addition to performing classical repertoire, Steve won 

a college Down Beat outstanding soloist award for jazz performance. 

At one time or another Steve has performed with the Quad Cities, Waterloo-Cedar Falls, Cedar Rapids, and Des 

Moines Symphonies. His pop and jazz stints include the Glenn Miller Orchestra, Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey Bands, 

Rosemary Clooney, Maureen McGovern, the Mills Brothers, Patty Paige, Billy Eckstine, Donny Osmond, the Captain and 

Tennille, Hal Galper, the Drifters, the Platters, Leslie Gore, Brian Hyland, and Steve Allen. In addition to freelance 

work, Steve is Principal Bassist with the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra, bassist with the Des Moines Big Band, Tony 

Valdez Band, and the Orquesta Alto Maiz. 

JEANMARIE KERN CHENETTE is a founding member of New Prairie Camerata, which specializes in performing cham

ber music in historically and architecturally significant spaces. She had a long tenure as principal harpist of the Cedar 

Rapids Symphony and currently performs with the Des Moines Symphony. Ms. Chenette received a M.M. in Harp 

Performance from the New England Conservatory of Music. She served on the faculty at Iowa State University and is 

currently instructor of harp and lecturer in music at Grinnell College, where she maintains an active performance and 

teaching schedule. 

JAMES CLANTON received a bachelor's degree in music education from Oklahoma City University. He holds a mas

ter's degree in percussion performance from the University of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory of Music and Dance, 

where he is currently completing a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in performance. 

Mr. Clanton has appeared with numerous ensembles, including the Kansas City Symphony, Kansas City Ballet Orches

tra, Liberty Symphony, St. Joseph Symphony, newEar Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Kansas City Civic Orchestra, 

Kansas City Chamber Orchestra, Fountain City Brass Band, and the Northland Symphony Orchestra of Kansas City, 

where he currently serves as Principal Timpanist. Festivals engagements include the Sunflower Music Festival in Tope

ka, KS, the Puccini Festival Orchestra in Kansas City, MO, and the Mahlerfest Orchestra in Boulder, CO, the Tulipanes 

Festival in Holland, Ml., the Kansas City Fringe Festival, and the Kansas City Arts Festival. He is also former member 

of Marimba Yajalon, and a current member of Marimba Sol de Chiapas, performing traditional marimba music of 

Mexico and Guatemala. In the summer Mr. Clanton is a faculty member of the Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp in Twin Lake, 

Ml. Mr. Clanton is currently the Percussion Instructor at Pittsburg State University, KS. 

DAVID COOPER is widely recognized as one of the most versatile trumpets players in the Midwest. His performing af

filiations include the New Breed Jazz Quintet, Principal trumpet with the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra, the salsa band 

"Candela", The No Net - nonet, and Principal show trumpet for the Weidener Center for the Performing Arts. Per

formances have been with such renowned artists as; Doc Severinsen, Adolph Herseth, Kurt Elling, Lynn Harrell, Orbert 

Davis, Ben Sidran, Andre Watts, Bob Mintzer, Joe Williams, Ed Shaunessy, Clyde Stubblefield, Bobby Mcferrin, Armen 

Donelian, Lew Soloff, Bobby Shew, Bob Newhart, Marie Osmond, Robert Goulet, among others. Ensemble affiliations 

have included the Wisconsin Brass Quintet, the Milwaukee, Madison, Canton and La Crosse Symphony Orchestras, The 

Cleveland Jazz Orchestra, The Dallas Brass, Walt Disney World, and the Aspen Jazz Ensemble. 

As an educator, Dr. Cooper is currently the professor of trumpet and jazz studies at the University of Wisconsin - Plat-
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teville. In 2005, Dr. Cooper hosted a trumpet festival that attracted over 450 participants. Among the festival 

activities was a recital that featured himself with principal guests Adolph Herseth, Doc Severinsen, Charles Laza

rus, members of the Minnesota Orchestra trumpet section among other wonderful players. As a clinician, he has 

lectured and performed at the International Trumpet Guild Conference, New York Brass Conference, and is a very 

active soloist/clinician with regional schools, jazz festivals and community ensembles. 

As a published author, his website, www.DavidCooperMusic.com produces and sells a number of his music publica

tions and recordings. These publications include an adaptation of the Bach cello suites for trumpet, numerous jazz 

transcription books, a book/CD of arias arranged and adapted for Mezzo-Soprano and Trumpet, and most re

cently, Bart6k's 44 duets transcribed and edited for two trumpets. Publishing affiliations include, Tom Harrell, Hal 

Leonard Corp., Chas. Colin Publishing, Roger Dean Publications and the Lorenz Corp. 

CAROLINE CURTIS, concertmaster of the DSO, has been with the orchestra for 25 years. She was guest soloist in 

January 2003 with the DSO Chamber Orchestra. Caroline is also a member of The Northwest Indiana Symphony 

and a core member of the newly formed Chicagoland Pops Orchestra performing at the Rosemont Theatre. This 

past season she performed with The Joffrey Ballet Company and Opera Piccola, both in Chicago. Some of the 

highlights of last season for her were flying to Hawaii with a 20 piece orchestra to perform with Charlotte Church 

and playing for a TV special with Celine Dion, Josh Grobin and Enrique Iglesias at the McCormick Place in Chi

cago. 

BEN DRURY is a native of Dubuque Iowa. He is a graduate of Dubuque Senior High School and a member of the 

Dubuque Garrison of the Iowa National Guard. This is his fourth semester of study at Clarke College in the field 

of Music Education. He has performed with the Clarke Wind Ensemble, the Clarke Collegiate Singers, the Clarke 

Jazz Ensemble, and the New Music Ensemble. He spent a year in Afghanistan with the Iowa National Guard where 

he fulfilled the duties of an infantryman as well as drill and ceremony as a bugler. Stateside, he bugles for both 

the Iowa National Guard and the American legion Post 6. Some of his compositions, including Afghan Sunrise and 

A Solemn Honor, have been performed at Clarke College. 

ANN DUCHOW, Associate Concertmaster of the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra, directs the Dubuque Senior High 

School Orchestra, the Dubuque Youth String Orchestra and teaches instrumental music in the Dubuque School Sys

tem. 

KRISTEN EBY, M.M., teaches voice in the Dubuque area and conducts a variety of choirs for the University of 

Dubuque. From 1 998-2004, she served as Director of Choral and Vocal Activities at Loras College. Ms. Eby 

received her Masters in Choral Conducting at the University of Oregon, where she also performed in the Oregon 

Bach Festival chorus under Helmuth Rilling. She received her Bachelor's degree in Music Education and Piano Per

formance at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, California. 

DR. BARRY ELLIS is Director of Bands and Professor of Music at the University of Wisconsin-Platteville. Dr. El-

lis conducts the Symphonic Wind Ensemble and is instructor of conducting, music education, and bassoon. He is 

also director of the Dubuque Youth Symphony Orchestra, the UWP Tri-State Honors Band Festival, and the UWP 

Pioneer Summer Music Camp. Dr. Ellis is principal bassoonist with the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra and bassoon

ist/ conductor for the Rountree Ensemble, a professional chamber ensemble. 

NICOLE ESPOSITO, Principal Flute of the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra holds performance degrees from the Uni

versity of Michigan and Carnegie Mellon University. A prize winner in numerous national and international com

petitions, Nicole enjoys traveling the United States and abroad giving recitals and master classes. She has taught 

flute at the University of Wisconsin-Platteville, the lnterlochen Arts Camp, the University of Iowa Summer Camp and 
currently serves as President of the Eastern Iowa Flute Association. For more information please visit www.neflute. 

com. 
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RYAN FOGG is Assistant Professor of Music and Director of Keyboard Studies at Carson-Newman College in Jef

ferson City, Tennessee. A native Texan, he holds degrees in Piano Performance from the University of Texas at Austin, 

the University of Houston and East Texas Baptist University. Over the past several years, he has maintained an active 

performing schedule, including recent performances in Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri. He has also performed 
in master classes with artists such as Menahem Pressler, Angela Cheng, and Horacio Gutierrez. 

MALIKA GREEN started playing music at age 7 on the piano. From that age she knew she would always love mu-

sic. At the age of l 0 she saw her first steel band at a wedding reception. Two years later she was on her way to her 

mother's home country, of Trinidad and Tobago. She spent two weeks at summer camp learning to play the instrument. 

Malika instantly fell in love with the sound and variety of musical genres available for the instrument. She returned to 

her hometown of Maryland in the summer of 1993 with a set of double second pans as a gift from her parents. Fall . 

of 1993 she joined MEDRBA, an all female steelband under the direction of Peter Gray. Summer of 1994 she joined 

Washington DC's Pan Masters Steel Orchestra. This group was the pre-eminent community steelband in Washington 

D.C. It was also the reigning champion for the annual Baltimore Panorama. This steelband competition included bands 

from Maryland, New York, Delaware and New Jersey. With this Malika band, had the opportunity to play at Presi
dent Clinton's 2nd Inaugural ball, Bluemont Concert Series and travel to Virginia, Boston and New York. 

The Cultural Academy for Excellence (CAFE) was started in the basement of Malika's home by Lorna Green (her moth

er). Musical Director was Leon "Smooth" Edwards, one of Trinidad's best arrangers now retired in Maryland. Edwards 

immediately took Malika under his wing as she began to compose and arrange for the steelpan. He also arranged 

solos for her as well. With Edwards Malika learned to be disciplined and steadfast. She began her college studies 

at Drexel University. While there she continued to arrange for CAFE, perform with Pan Masters and perform with the 

Drexel University Jazz Ensemble and Gospel Choir (steelpan and piano). 

In 2002 Malika was awarded the opportunity to travel with CAFE to Dakar, Senegal for a l 0 day tour funded by the 

United States Embassy, as Co-director of the ensemble. She returned to Senegal the following year as Co-director of 
YES Africa summer camp teaching children how to play the steeldrum. 

Malika started intense music study at Northern Illinois University in fall of 2002 under the tutelage of steelpan virtuoso 

Liam Teague and world renowned steelpan tuner and builder Cliff Alexis. During her studies she enjoined arranging 
and writing for the steelpan. She also rejuvenated the Community School for the Arts Steelband, a program which 
had been dormant for over three years. In February 2006 she traveled with a select group of students from Northern 
Illinois University, to Trinidad. The group joined steelband, Skiffle Bunch, led by instructor Liam Teague, for the annual 
Panorama Competition. In winter of 2003 she co-founded Mosiac, steelpan and marimba duo with Katie Wiegman. 

She thoroughly enjoys writing, arranging and performing with the duo. Upon graduating from NIU in 2005 Malika 
was awarded the Graduate Assistant for the steelpan program. She is currently working on her master's recital and 
co-directs the Northern Illinois University All University Steelband. 

Violist JULIA IMMEL is an undergraduate student of Christine Rutledge at the University of Iowa School of Music. She 
has also attended New England Conservatory and Columbia College. She is originally from Jefferson City, MO where 
she graduated as a Salutatorian of her high school class and distinguished herself both musically and academically. 

Her other major teachers have included Kathy Rollings and Carol Rodland. She has played in master classes with Kim 
Kashkashian, Roland Vamos, and Donald Mcinnes. She attended the Aspen Music Festival in 2005 where she studied 
under Masao Kawasaki and Jeffrey Irvine. Julia was the 2004 winner of the Iowa Viola Society competition, 2005 

University of Iowa Concerto Competition, and 2005 Fort Dodge Symphony Young Artist Competition. She performed 
the Bart6k Viola Concerto with the University of Iowa Chamber Orchestra last May. She recently won the 2006 Sigma 

Alpha Iota scholarship competition. 

WILLIAM INTRILIGATOR enters his seventh season as Music Director and Conductor of the Dubuque Symphony Orches

tra with the 2006-2007 concert season. Appointed in 2000, following an extensive national search, he is only the 

third Music Director in the 48-year history of the organization. 
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lntriligator has led performances with distinguished orchestras throughout the United States, including those of 

Honolulu, Houston, Minnesota, Richmond, Saint Paul, Savannah, and Tulsa. He has conducted at music festivals in 

Aspen, Colorado, and in Astoria, Oregon, and recent guest conducting has taken him to the Racine and Newport 

(Oregon) Symphony Orchestras. 

Formerly Apprentice Conductor and Staff Conductor of The Minnesota Orchestra, he led that orchestra in youth 

concerts and new music readings, while assisting with subscription concert and national tour covering duties. From 

1995 to 2000, he was also a regular guest conductor of the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, conducting that en

semble in regional tours of classical concerts and designing and conducting their educational concerts. 

lntriligator graduated with highest honors in music from Princeton University. He received the first certificate in 

conducting from its Program in Music Performance and was awarded the Isidore & Helen Sacks Memorial Prize as 

the most outstanding musician in his class. lntriligator earned his masters and doctoral degrees in conducting at the 

University of Minnesota. 

His principal conducting teacher was Charles Bruck, with whom he studied privately in Paris and for many summers 

at the Pierre Monteux School in Maine. Other teachers and mentors include Claudio Spies, Christian Thielemann, 

and Michael Gielen. lntriligator was invited twice as a Conducting Fellow to the Aspen Music Festival, where he 

worked under the tutelage of conductors David Zinman, Murry Sidlin, Lawrence Foster, and Jorma Panula. 

A native of Santa Monica, California, lntriligator received numerous awards and accolades as an oboist before 

turning to conducting. He has also studied piano and violin. Currently, he resides in Dubuque with his family. 

JILL KLINEBRIEL relocated to Dubuque five years ago after living in both New York City and Montgomery, Ala

bama. A Detroit native, she holds a bachelor of fine arts degree in Musical Theatre Performance from Western 

Michigan University and also studied piano with Deborah Moriarty at Michigan State University for 5 years. Jill 

has performed as a member of the Parnassus Trio, an award-winning piano trio, and has served as an accompa

nist for vocalists, instrumentalists and choirs. In 1991, Jill performed with the Lansing Symphony Orchestra as the 

winner of the Young Artists Concerto Competition. In addition to serving as an adjunct music instructor at Clarke 

College, she is the choir director at First Presbyterian Church and the accompanist for the Julien Chamber Choir. 

WILLIAM KOEHLER has taught piano at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb since 1 985. He studied with More

land Roller, Adele Marcus, and William Race, and his competition awards include first prizes in the 1983 Oklahoma 

Symphony Young Artists Competition, the 1984 San Antonio International Keyboard Competition, and the 1989 

New Orleans International Piano Competition. Koehler received the Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the Univer

sity of Texas at Austin in 1986. 

He is an active performer of chamber music throughout the Midwest and has recorded for Cedille Records, Canti 

Classics, and Centaur Records as a collaborative pianist. From l 988 to 1990, Mr. Koehler was an Affiliate Artists 

Xerox Pianist. He has appeared as piano soloist with the symphony orchestras of Houston, Baltimore, Nashville, 

Long Beach, Tampa, and Oklahoma City, the Denver Chamber Orchestra, and the Illinois Chamber Symphony. 

Koehler is a past president of the Waubonsee Valley chapter of the Illinois State Music Teachers Association and is 

the pianist for DeKalb's First United Methodist Church. 

BRUCE J. G. KOTOWICH is Director of Choral Activities and Liturgical Consultant at Loras College in Dubuque, Iowa 

where he teaches conducting, applied voice and directs the Loras College Concert Choir, Chamber Singers, Bella 

Voce, Con Brio and the Faculty Staff Choirs. In addition to these duties, Bruce also directs the Archdiocesan Cathe

dral Chorale which facilitates liturgical music for diocesan events in Archdiocese and serves on the Archdiocesan 

Worship Commission. 
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Bruce is completing his Doctor of Musical Arts in Choral Conducting at the College-Conservatory of Music, University 

of Cincinnati where he also completed his Masters of Music. Bruce has worked with Elmer Thomas, Earl Rivers, John 

Lehman, Terry Murai, Dale Warland, Steven Cleoberry, Mel Braun, Gary Kendall, Elmer lseler, Robert Copper and 
John Washburn. He also holds a Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Education from the University of Manitoba where 

he studied conducting with Henry Engbrecht and piano with Sydney Mcinnes-Young. Kotowich received his Associate

ship of Music in Vocal Performance from the Royal Conservatory of Music, University of Toronto. Bruce is a recipient of 

numerous awards and honors including awards from the Canada Arts Council, Manitoba Arts Council, and the Archdio

cese of St. Boniface Heritage award. 

Prior to his position_ at Loras College, he taught in Oklahoma and New Mexico and was a Music Specialist for Winni

peg # l School Division at St. John's High School. Kotowich has performed throughout North America and Europe and 

often serves as guest conductor and clinician and often judges choral festivals and competitions. 

Currently, THOMAS KRENZEL DOGGETT is a member of the music faculty at Central College in Pella, Iowa teach-
ing Improvisation, Flute and Saxophone. For the other five days in the week, Thomas or Tommy D, is working at Gui

tar Center in Des Moines, Iowa selling and educating customers about keyboards, recording and live sound. Prior to 

moving to Iowa, Thomas established himself throughout Cincinnati, Ohio as a performer with Lo-Fi (2006 CEA nominee 

"Best Funk), The 4Track All-Stars (2005 CEA: Best Hip-Hop) and Two Turntables and a Saxophone. 

Thomas also promotes new music by other composers as a soloist and with his wife, Cynthia Krenzel Doggett and their 

woodwind duo: KrenzelDoggett. The objective of the duo is to request new works for clarinet and saxophone by ac

tive, cutting edge composers. 

KATIE KRETSCHMAN is in her l st season with the DSO as Principal Trombonist, and is in her l 2th season with the Madi

son Symphony Orchestra as Second Trombonist. Katie holds a Bachelor of Music Degree from the University of Wis
consin-Madison, and has also studied at the Utrecht Conservatory in the Netherlands, and at the Aspen Music Festival. 

NANCY LEASE teaches Clarke's piano, accompanying, and piano pedagogy courses. She holds a bachelor's degree 
in music education from Morningside College, in Sioux City, Iowa, and a master's degree in piano performance/peda

gogy from the University of Wisconsin-Platteville. She has also done additional study in New York City. In 1970-71, 
she was a professional accompanist for the American Academy of Opera in New York City, which included a perfor
mance in Carnegie Hall. Nancy's career includes extensive professional accompanying, including a Texas tour with the 

Little Singers of Tokyo, Japan, and the Texas Boy Choir. Lease has performed as a piano soloist with both the Dubuque 
and University of Wisconsin-Platteville Symphonies and has performed in various faculty recitals at Clarke. She has 

also performed with the Clarke Collegiate Singers in the U.S., Europe, and Japan. Lease is a member of the Dubuque 
Symphony Orchestra and has served as an adjudicator for piano competitions and as a clinician in the tri-state area. 

MARISA LINGL was born in La Crosse, WI and grew up in La Crosse and New Lisbon, WI. She is currently a junior at 
Clarke College in Dubuque, IA and is working on a degree in music education. She plays percussion in the Clarke Col

lege Wind Ensemble, Jazz Band and New Music Ensemble. She has played in pit band performances during theater 
productions at Clarke College, Loras College, and the Grand Opera House in Dubuque, IA. Her piece entitled "Begin
nings" was selected for the 2005 SCI Region V Composition Convention. 

Marisa has studied percussion with Masahiro Iwasaki. She has been awarded the Presidential Scholarship from Clarke 

College for academic success and the Clarke College Fine Arts Talent Award. Marisa is a member of the Clarke 
College chapter of MENC. She also plays percussion and sings as part of music ministry at Clarke College's Sacred 

Heart Chapel. 
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ASHLEE MACK 

Specializing in contemporary music, pianist Ashlee Mack performs solo and chamber literature in recitals, master

classes, and with new-music organizations such as the Society for Chromatic Art, Vox Novus, and the Iowa Compos

ers Forum. Recent performances include recitals in New York City, Washington, Breisach, and Rome. Mack studied 

at Bucknell University, and is currently an adjunct faculty member at Knox College in Galesburg, Illinois. 

LADONNA MANTERNACH, BVM, lyric soprano, grew up in rural Cascade, Iowa. After completing a Bachelor of 

Arts degree at Clarke College, Dubuque, in vocal performance with a concentration in music education, she went on 

to teach elementary school music for Catholic schools in Bellevue, Iowa; Oakland, CA; Berkeley, CA; San Francisco, 

CA; and Des Moines, IA. She earned a Master's degree in Music Education with an Emphasis in the Kodaly Meth

odology from Holy Names College, Oakland, CA. 

When she joined the staff at Clarke College in 1996, Sister LaDonna served on the campus ministry team as liturgi

cal minister and also as an instructor of music for three years. Earning her Doctor of Musical Arts degree in vocal 

performance at the University of Hartford Hartt School in West Hartford, CT, she returned to Clarke College in the 

fall of 2002. Since returning to Clarke, Assistant Professor Manternach has conducted the Clarke Collegiate Sing

ers, the Chamber Singers, and currently the Cantabile Singers. She instructs voice privately, and teaches both vocal 

and conducting techniques. Sister LaDonna currently serves as chair of the music department at Clarke College. 

Even though Sister LaDonna's focus has continually been on teaching music, she frequently has been a featured 

soloist in a number of choral groups. These include singing with the Women's Chorus of San Francisco, the Bay Area 

Community Chorus (San Francisco), the Des Moines Concert Singers, the Archdiocesan Cathedral Chorale (Dubuque, 

IA), and the Sinsinawa Mound Chorus (WI). She has also performed the roles of Mrs. Gobineau in The Medium by 

Menotti, and Annina in Verdi's La Traviata while at the Hartt School. In September 2006, she recorded a collection 

of fifteen songs by composer Robert J. Dvorak, Love's Rondelay. 

Clarinetist JOHN MARCO performed for thirty-five years as a soloist, chamber and orchestral musician in New 

York City before moving to Wisconsin to teach at University of Wisconsin-Platteville. In New York he appeared 

in a wide variety of settings with many of that city's finest players. He has performed as chamber musician and 

soloist at the Fontana Festival in Michigan and the Lorraine Festival in France. He has appeared with the Emerson 

String Quartet and was clarinetist and artistic director for the chamber ensemble Partita. Prior to coming to Wis

consin, Mr. Marco served on the faculties of the Mannes College of Music and Hunter College of the City University 

of New York. His chamber music work continues as clarinetist of Rountree Ensemble (UW-Platteville's ensemble-in

residence) and Lake Trio. A frequent soloist, he has performed the concertos of Mozart, Weber, Copland, Hin

demith and Nielsen on numerous occasions. 

The New York Times has called him "a brilliantly gifted clarinetist" and also that "He is good enough to make any 

performance exciting." 

His recording of the Brahms Clarinet Sonatas Opus 120 and Trio Opus 114 drew a superb review from American 

Record Guide, which wrote " ... this is a fantastic release .... The performances are flawless. Do search out this 

recording - it is outstanding." 

His performance with Lake Trio of works by Mozart, Uhl and Bruch can be heard on Partita Records. Also about to 

be released is John Marco's educational video Clarinet Essentials. 

KATE MCCOSKEY is a junior music education major at Ball State University. She is a very talented pianist who also 
accompanies the women's chorus at Ball State. 

KRISTEN C. MORENO (b.1984) began her music studies at age 7 with piano lessons, and soon added voice and 

clarinet. Kristen was raised in Newnan, Georgia and Lake Orion, Michigan and currently resides in Indianapolis, 
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Indiana where she is a student at Butler University's Jordan College of Fine Arts. Current and past teachers include 

Achille Rossi, Richard Auldon Clark, Dr. John Graulty, and Ted Oien. She has also studied saxophone with Greg Im

boden, oboe with Malcolm Smith, and voice with Susan Joul. 

Kristen is an enthusiastic performer of new music and an active musician, having performed with the Butler Symphony 

Orchestra, Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble, Composers Orchestra, Jazz Ensemble, and athletic bands. She also 

performs with the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra and several other chamber ensembles. In 2005, Kristen was featured 

as a soloist with the Butler University Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble. Kristen is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota 

and Kappa Kappa Psi, international music fraternity for women and national honorary band fraternity respectively. 

CHRIS MURRAY is currently a freshman at Clarke College pursuing a Bachelor's Degree in Music Performance for 

guitar. He plays in the school's jazz band and new music ensemble and also sings in the choir. He started studying 

classical guitar four years ago and has been studying with Jaime Guiscafre for two and a half years. 

BEVERLY NICHOLS is a faculty accompanist for the Clarke Collegiate Singers, student lessons, and recitals. She holds 

a bachelor's degree and master's degrees in music education from Illinois State University. While at Illinois State, she 

received an undergraduate assistantship for accompanying and graduate teaching assistantships for accompanying 

and for private and group piano instruction. 

From 1987 to 1998, Nichols served as accompanist for the Dubuque Arts Council Artist-in-Residence Series, where she 

worked with visiting musicians, including Carol Wincenc, Eric Rusk, George Zuckerman, and Sergiu Schwartz. Nichols 

has been a church organist since she was 16 and currently serves as an organist and choir accompanist at Westminster 

Presbyterian Church in Dubuque. From 1 985 to 2002, she developed and directed youth and children's choir pro

grams in three Dubuque-area churches. 

In addition to her work at Clarke, Nichols serves as accompanist for the Dubuque Chorale. She teaches private piano 

lessons and is active as a freelance musician, playing for individuals, schools, and other performing groups in the 

Dubuque area. 

KATHLEEN OTTERSON has been a member of the Edgewood College Music Department faculty since 1999. In ad

dition to teaching studio voice lessons and voice class, she has directed the Women's Choir since 2003. The ensemble 

regularly performs both on and off the Edgewood campus. Kathleen Otterson completed a Master's Degree in vocal 

performance at the UW Madison, where she studied with Ilona Kombrink, Robert Fountain, Karlos Moser, and Scott 

MacPherson. She is Director of Music at Christ Presbyterian Church, and is active as a soloist and recitalist around the 

state of Wisconsin. 

KEVIN PRICE has been principal cellist in the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra for four years and is currently entering his 

third year of doctoral graduate work at the University of Iowa in cello performance. Mr. Price is also principal cellist 

in the Cedar Rapids Opera Orchestra in addition to playing for the Quad Cities and Cedar Rapids Symphony Or

chestras. He received his MM in Cello Performance at the University of Nevada, Reno and his BM and BME degrees 

at Oral Roberts University. 

KRISTIN ANN PURCELL was born in Spring Valley, Illinois and grew up in both Grimes and Dallas Center, Iowa. Kris

tin is currently a junior attending Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa, majoring in music education. She plays flute and 

piccolo in the Clarke College Wind Ensemble, Flute Ensemble, and New Music Ensemble. She has performed on the 

Society of Composers Region V Conference (Indianapolis, IN) and at the Dallas Center-Grimes Alumni concert. She 

participated in the Iowa All-State Band in high school, and the Collegiate Honor Band in College. Kristin has com

posed chamber works for solo flute, flute and guitar, piano, and for the Clarke College New Music Ensemble. 

Kristin has studied flute with Dr. Kimberly Helton, Kathleen Cameron, and Margaret Cornils. She performed at a mas-
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ter class with Dr. Erika Inge Leake. Kristin was awarded several scholarships including the Presidential Scholarship 

from Clarke College for academic achievement and the Clarke Music Department Fine Arts Talent Award. 

SANGEETHA RAYAPATI, soprano, is Assistant Professor of Music at Augustana College, where she teachers voice 

and music courses, and coordinates offerings of the Augustana Center for Singing. In addition to teaching voice, 

she teaches courses in the AGES program and is the Sigma Alpha Iota advisor. Described as a true artist, she uses 

her expressive skills in a variety of vocal genres. She has sung with regional companies including the Minnesota 

Opera, the Minnesota Chorale, the Kenwood Chamber Orchestra, Aspen Opera Theater, Voices of Vienna, Bal

let Quad Cities, and the Handel Oratorio Society. She is a frequent recitalist and collaborator with contemporary 

composers. Other performance credits include solos in Rutter's Requiem, Vivaldi's Gloria, Respighi's Laud to the 

Nativity, and several Bach Cantatas. Operatic roles have included Despina in Cosi fan Tutte and Pamina in Die 

Zauberflaute. 

Honors include selection as a finalist for the National Association of Teachers of Singing Artist Award and for study 

at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria. In addition, she has received grants for research on the aging singer, for 

development of her AGES course, and to establish the Augustana Center for Singing. Rayapati is a member of 

professional organizations such as the National Association of Teachers of Singing, the College Music Society, the 

music honor society, Pi Kappa Lambda, Mortar Board, and Sigma Alpha Iota. She is a board member for the Cen

tral Illinois Chapter of NATS for whom she organizes masterclasses with distinguished artists. 

Dr. Rayapati holds undergraduate degrees in vocal performance and nursing from Valparaiso University, and 

graduate degrees from the University of Minnesota. During the summers she has been a member of the vocal fac

ulty at Lutheran Summer Music, a national music festival for talented high school musicians. 

DAVID RESNICK is the director of instrumental music at Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa. He has served as a clini

cian, adjudicator and guest conductor throughout the Midwest. 

He is best known for his work in musical theatre and has written two successful works for the stage; "Memories of a 

Non-Jewish Childhood" and his "Sketches of Dubuque." 

As a composer, David Resnick has published many works for band, choir, instrumental groups, as well as solo litera

ture. His works have been selected for honor festivals and highlighted on National Public Radio. 

KAYLEA SCHWENDINGER is from Dubuque, Iowa. She is currently attending Clarke College as a sophomore. 

Kaylea is presently being instructed by Margaret (Peg) Cornils for her flute major. She is involved with the flute 

ensemble and wind ensemble at Clarke College and is enrolled in various music courses. 

Kaylea had graduated from Dubuque Senior High School May 2005. While attending High School she had per

formed with the band, orchestra, and flute choir. She held first chair her sophomore through her senior year. She 

had participated in various competitions and events, and had the opportunity to play with the United States Army 

Band. She received the Gold Award for Orchestra and had received a trophy for The Most Outstanding Instru

mental Soloist during a music festival in New York. Kaylea is pursuing a Bachelor's Degree in both Elementary 

Music Education and Elementary Education. Her goal is to graduate 2009. 

TAMMANY L SHANKLE, soprano, is pleased to be performing for SCI for the second year in a row. She holds a 

Bachelor of Music Education from the University of Maine and the Master of Music in Voice Performance from Butler 

University. While at U. Maine, she performed regularly with the University Singers, Oratorio Society, Athena Con

sort, and the Opera Workshop. Her roles with the Opera Workshop include Mrs. Page (The Merry Wives of Wind

sor), Ceres (The Tempest), Carmen, and Third Lady (The Magic Flute). In 2002, Tammany appeared as Constance 

in the world premiere of Beth Wiemann's opera Deeds. 
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Other performance credits include the roles of Cousin Hebe (HMS Pinafore), Edith (The Pirates of Penzance), and the 

title role of Princess Ida with the Gilbert and Sullivan Society of Hancock County. She also worked with Penobscot 

Theatre in their productions of Sweeney Todd and Sunday in the Park with George (Yvonne/Naomi) as well as per

forming with the Maine Shakespeare Festival Madrigal Singers. 

As a student at Butler University, Tammany performed with the Lyric Theatre workshop. During the 2005 season, she 

was seen in the Lyric Theatre's opera scenes program as Carmen. In February 2006, Tammany performed the role of 

Dinah in Butler Lyric Theatre's production of Bernstein's Trouble in Tahiti. She will be performing the role of Geraldine 

in Barber's A Hand of Bridge in April 2007. 

Tammany also enjoys performing new music. She has premiered works by Matthew Vest, Matthew Lanier, and Inger 

Bergom with the JCFA Composers Orchestra. During the 2005 SCI convention, Tammany performed The Child in the 

Hole by William Vollinger with Kristen Moreno, clarinet. 

JAMES SHERRY, from Chicago, Illinois is an Assistant Professor of Music at the University of Dubuque. Prior to his 

position at the University of Dubuque, he served as Director of the Wind Ensemble at Mahidol University College of 

Music. For many years he was the Director of Bands at Johns Hopkins University, consistently ranked by the US News & 
World Report as a "Top Ten University" in the United States, where he led the Concert Band and created an extensive 

jazz program. He has been on the faculty of the Baltimore School for the Arts, Chicago's Merit School of Music and 

VanderCook College of Music, the oldest music education school in the United States. 

As a trumpeter, James Sherry has given hundreds of concerts and clinics across the USA through Columbia Artists 

Management and toured North America and the Caribbean with the Russ Morgan Orchestra, the world's oldest active 

dance band. He served for ten years as a member of the Baltimore Opera Orchestra under the batons of many of 

the world's great conductors and has performed with artists such as PDQ Bach and as lead trumpet with Bob Hope. As 

a classical soloist he has appeared with professional orchestras including the Columbia Pro Cantore, the Handel Choir 

of Baltimore and college groups such as the Yale University Band And the University of Chicago Gamelan Ensemble. 

He has premiered dozens of new works as a trumpet soloist or conductor and has composed or arranged many works 

for ensemble ranging from duo to concert band, mostly in the jazz idiom. As a producer and former Executive Director 

of Chicago's CUBE, he has presented hundreds of concerts of contemporary music. 

James Sherry's formal musical education includes the Master of Music degree from Yale University and the Doctorate 

of Musical Arts from the Peabody Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University. 

FRANCIS JOHN VOGT, assistant professor at Clarke College, conducts the Clarke Collegiate Singers and teaches 

European and American Music History, World Music, and Conducting. In 2006 he was named the Music Director of the 

Dubuque Chorale. He holds degrees in Vocal Performance from the Hartt School of Music, and the State University of 

New York College at Fredonia, and is a candidate for the Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Choral Conducting from 

the University of Missouri-Kansas City. Prior to his doctoral work, Mr. Vogt taught voice, choral music, and opera at 

the University of Maine, where he regularly performed as tenor soloist with the Oratorio Society. He has performed, 

recorded, and toured nationally and internationally with the Dale Worland Singers of Minneapolis/St. Paul, and the 

Gregg Smith Singers of New York City. Additional performing credits include appearances with the Connecticut Cho

ral Artists, the Ohio Light Opera, the Connecticut Opera, the Maine Shakespeare Festival, and the Gilbert and Sullivan 

Society of Hancock County, Maine. 

MARK WEIGER has performed as a soloist throughout the United States, Canada, England, Mexico, Brazil, Europe, the 

Middle East, and the Far East. Weiger was the first solo oboist to serve as an Artistic Ambassador. As such, he recit

aled in Israel, Jordan, Pakistan, India, Greece, Nepal, and Sri Lanka. In 2006-07 he was a soloist and recording artist 

with the Czech Philharmonic and will be touring as a concerto soloist through Puerto Rico, Costa Rica and Mexico with 

the Puerto Rico Symphony. 93 
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Weiger received his degrees from the New England Conservatory of Music and the Juilliard School. Having served 

in orchestras such as Boston Pops, Orpheus, Kansas City, and Milwaukee, Weiger became a founding member of the 

double reed quartet WiZARDS!, which has released four CDs to high critical acclaim, toured the US, Canada and 

Australia, and maintained educational residencies through NEA and Chamber Music America sponsorship. 

Weiger has numerous recordings released through Crystal, Boston, Centaur, and Capstone Records. Of a Weill Hall 

performance, The New York Times said, "With every sixteenth-note Weiger made the music come to life." And from 

the SCI News, "Not since Heinz Holliger in his prime have we heard an oboist with his control and mastery." 

His book contribution for "Teaching Woodwinds" (Simon & Schuster) was reviewed by the International Double Reed 

Society as "the most significant contribution to the world of oboe playing and teaching." Weiger is a professor at 

the University of Iowa where he also serves as an associate director for the School of Music. 

KATIE WIEGMAN, originally from Barrington, Illinois, began playing piano at the age of nine and picked up her 

first pair of drumsticks at age l 0. Katie's early training began at Birch Creek Performance Center in Door County, 

Wisconsin, where she really discovered her passion for percussion. In 2002, she began her undergraduate degree 

at Northern Illinois University 

where she studied with Robert Chappell, Orlando Cotto, Greg Beyer, and Rich Holly. Katie graduated with a Bach

elor of Music in Percussion Performance degree in May, 2006. She is currently living in Chicago and performing 

with Algernon and Tomorrow Music Orchestra. 
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Emily Nelson 
Callie Mescher 
Tiffany Sherman 

Marypat Rieck 

Beth Staver 

TENOR 

Matt Beaves 

Zane Merritt 

Brian Stessman 
Eric Steffensmeier 

ALTO 

Krista Baily 

Jessi Crain 
Mary Ehlers 

Regina Neenan 

Marypat Rieck 

Paula Schmid 

Christa Sedbrook 
Elizabeth Spoerl 

ALTO 

Krista Baily 

Mary Ehlers 
Holly Feser 
Melanie Johnson 

Erin Kane 
Megan Manternach 
Abby Schultz 
Anne Williams 

BASS 

William Graham 

Mike Link 
Chris Murray 

Mike Wade 
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ENSEMBLE continued 

CLARKE COLLEGE FLUTE ENSEMBLE 

Margaret A. Cornils, Director 

Kristy Boysen, Flute 
Paula Schmid, Flute 

Joe Turek, Flute 

Mary Ehlers, Flute 

Matthew Boleyn, Flute 

Meg Koudelka, Flute 
Jessica Lange, Flute 

Kaylea Schwendinger, Flute 

Kristin Purcell, Alto Flute 

CLARKE COLLEGE NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE 

Amy Dunker, Director 

Kristin Ann Purcell, Flute 
Brittany Bastian, Clarinet 
Ben Drury, Trumpet 

Zane Merritt, Guitar 
Marisa Lingl, Percussion 
William Graham, Percussion 

DUBUQUE TRUMPET ENSEMBLE 
Stanley DeRusha, Conductor 

James Sherry 

Ben Drury 
Amy Dunker 

Valerie Small 
Dan Norman 
William Rowley 
Larry Busch 

Leah Apgar 
Devin Burgess, Vibraphone 

THE EDGEWOOD COLLEGE WOMEN'S CHOIR 
Kathleen Otterson, Director 

SOPRANO 

Shannon Dunkel 

Jessica Heimark 
Bridget Nesbitt 
Bridget Prendergast 

Rosanne Santilli 
Nicole Seifert 
Megan Sura 
Erika Taylor 
Bridget Thorpe-Kavanaugh 
Erin Winnemann 

ALTO 

Heather Berndt 

Courtney Borne 
Callie Christofferson 
Kate Craig 

Abby Geenen 
Carrie Jorgensen 
Alyssa Krogulski 
Amy Kusch 
Leah Shock 
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ENSEMBLE continued 

JULIEN CHAMBER CHOIR, directed by Kristen Eby, is an auditioned group of professional and amateur musicians from 

around the Dubuque area. The ensemble, formed in 1999, performs a wide variety of choral literature including 

classical music of all periods, spirituals and choral jazz. In addition to their regular fall and spring concerts, the Julien 

Chamber Choir has been a guest choir at the 2005 Illinois Music Educator's Association State Conference, the 2003 
Iowa Composer's Symposium and Dubuque's Summer Arboretum Concert Series. 

MEMBERS: 

Jill Klinebriel, Accompanist 

Scott D. Mattison, Associate Conductor 

Marcus Albers, Billie Jean Barth, Robert W. Burke, Jacqueline Burnett, Emily Bush, John Eby, Mary Beth Ferring, 

Sue Flogel, Megan Gloss, Andrew Gonzalez, Cheryl Jacobsen, Lee McClenahan, David McDermott, 

Mary Kay McDermott, Vionna Naese, Mark Oppedahl, Steve Peake, Mimi Resnick, Kris Richey, Craig Rose, 

Gary Rose-Tolstedt, Elizabeth Rose-Tolstedt, Carole Ryan Sullivan, Karmella Sellers, Michael Von Hollen 

LORAS COLLEGE BELLA VOCE 
Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Conductor 

SOPRANO 

Emily Allen 

Whitney Arnold 

Katie Bourke 

Erin Brady 

Jillian Forbes 

Trisha Maulson 

Shelly Miller 
Mary Parker 

Kayla Paukner 
Michaela Pease 
Christine Ripperger 
Carla Schmidt 

LORAS COLLEGE CHAMBER SINGERS 
Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Conductor 

SOPRANO 

Teanna Cardin 

Erin Horst 
Trisha Maulson 

Abby C. Mcintosh 

TENOR 

Anthony Gaul 
Shawn Jones 
Christian S0gaard 

ALTO 

LauraKay Falkenstein 

Rosalie Full 

Kate Mulherin 

Heather Kress, accompanist 

Jennifer Wyrwicki 

A.J. Spike 
ALTO 

LauraKay Falkenstein 

Alison Gosewehr 
Caitlin Mcintosh 

Breeanne Miller 

BASS 

Matthew Balk 

Aaron Burke 
Louis Jelinek 

David Summers 
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ENSEMBLE continued 

LORAS COLLEGE CONCERT CHOIR 

Bruce J. G. Kotowich, Conductor 

Thomas McNamara, Piano 

SOPRANO 

Emily M. Allen 

Whitney Arnold 
Deanna Bonnet 

Erin Brady 

Teanna Cardin 

Karen Dietzenbach 

Casey Driscoll 

Jillian Forbes 
Andrea Francois 

Maria G. Garcia 
Sylvia Glaser 
Alison Gosewehr 
Meghan Hartsell 
Leah Holle 
Erin Horst 
Kandice Kerr 
Trisha Maulson 
Abby C. Mcintosh 

Shelley Miller 
Stephanie Miller 

Kayla Niner 
Kayla Paukner 
Michaela Pease 

Diana Pena 
Christine Walleser-Ripperger 

Carla Schmidt 
Meredith Spohn 

TENOR 

Steven Anderson 

Randy Andrews 
Terrance J. Chatman 

Anthony Gaul 
Nathan Gee 
Shawn Jones 

Andrew Klimesh 
Daniel Langfield 

Christian S0gaard 

ALTO 

Alexandria Aldinger 

Brinkley Braden 
Amanda Dellwo 

Christine Duff 

Krystal Engelken 

LauraKay Falkenstein 

Rosalie Full 

Michele Gelaude 
Heather Heffernen 

Colleen Kenney 
Shannon Kiesner 
Brita Kilburg 
Caitlin Mcintosh 
Breanne Miller 
Alejandra Monroy 
Katie Mulherin 
Brittany Nieman 
Robin Schroeder 

Hannah Spina 
Regina Weber 

Jennifer Wyrwicki 

BASS 

Luke Anderson 
Matthew Balk 

Andrew Behan 
Joel Brumm 

Aaron Burke 
Bradley Davis 
Kevin Grady 

Louis Jelinek 

Billiameo Johnson 

Kendall Keegan 
Nicolas Koppes 
Nathan Matelich 
RJ Mclain 

Patrick Regan 
A.J. Spike 

David Summers 
Jesse Weiler 



ENSEMBLE continued 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF DUBUQUE CHAMBER SINGERS, directed by Kristen Eby, is a new ensemble designed to provide 

UD students the opportunity to sing challenging repertoire in a small g roup setting. The singers provided pre-concert 

entertainment for the Dubuque Symphony Holiday Pops Concert this year, and will be touring the Southern States and 

Puerto Rico with the UD Concert Choir in May. 

Kristin Eby, Director 

Kyle Brewer, Patrick Broderick, Dena Donatsch, Erika Dye, Frances Eggers, Chazse Goddard, Duncan Marshall, 

Justine May, Keigo Nishida, Jenna Olson, Tyler Owen 
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